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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 1)
The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - Round Metal Inkwell with drawer for pens and supplies. This is a large ornate piece that one
would keep on their writing desk. The top has 3 concentric rings of decorations. The outer ring has
raised ribbons with raised letters of names of 21 famous people including: "Newton.", "Gutenburg",
"Crompton.", "Cellini.", "Peel.", "Raphael.", "Stanhope", "Watt." and more. The next ring has 9
images of people working in different professions and trades including a potter, a sheep herder, a
weaver, a teacher and more. The inner most ring has three words in three languages: "Commerce.",
and mostly Manufacturing and Merchants (it seems they all mean Commerce). Rising out of the center
is a spherical globe with "Exhibition of Industry of all Nations in London 1851" in a ribbon that wraps
the globe. The globe has a map underneath the ribbon with the words "West Indies", "Pacific Ocean",
"South America", and "Atlantic" This sphere opens to reveal a place for the ink well (there is no ink
well). The sides have a raised decoration and the whole thing stands on 6 feet. There are 3 drawers
around the side. In tiny writing on the edge is "Published as the Act Directs by Henry Elkington Feb'
20 1851". This is truly a wonderful souvenir of the first fair. Size: 9" diameter by 5" tall. Condition:
Extremely Fine, slight wear and age toning. There is no glass inkwell in the sphere.
Estimate: $ 800 - $ 1,200

$ 400

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (2 to 2)
The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also known
as Bryant Park.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 2 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: 3 drapes figures, one with a crown, one with wings and one kneeling
on the ground. In very small letters on the lower left is "J.A. Oertel Del:". Underneath the image in
small letters is "C. C. Wright SC." Reverse: There is a wreath around the edge with an American
shield at the bottom. In the center is "Exhibition of Industry of All Nations. New York 1853." These
medals were award medals, and they were not marked with a winner's name. Size: 2 1/4" diameter by
3/16" thick. Condition: Fine with some wear and scratches, a few rim dings and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Category: 1862 London Crystal Palace (3 to 3)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 3 - Mauchline wooden tube with picture of "The Great International Exhibition of 1862" on the
side. The top pictures an oval of flowers with something written in it (I can't read it). The inside of the
tube is empty. Size: 1 1/8" diameter by 9" long. Condition: Fine. There are several scratches in the
surface (mostly outside the picture) and several large black marks (ink?).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (4 to 14)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 4 - Stevensgraph Silk Ribbon with portrait of George Washington in center, eagle and
American flag above with an American shield at bottom; "In Commemoration of the Centennial of
American Independence" and in small writing above Washington: "These United Colonies are, and
of Right Ought to be Free and Independent States". The colors are red, blue, yellow and black on a
white background. Size: 2 1/16" wide by 11 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine. A little faded and a
little soiled.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 5 - Single admission "Package Ticket" to admit one person to the "United States International
Exhibition" held in "Philadelphia" from "May 10th" to "Nov. 10th". Ticket number "1898" (a low 4
digit number) stamped in red in the lower left corner. Signed at the bottom by David G. Yates,
"Gen'l. Manager, Dept. of Admissions". Reverse side, printed in black on a purple background, has
an image of a seated woman with a sword in one hand and a branch in the other with an eagle beside
her. Printed at top "Good for One Admission at Money Gates.", "Void After November 10th 1876."
Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Fine. There is a crease and a separation in the
printing as shown in the 'E' in 'States' at the top. The ticket is also a little off center and soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 6 - Belt Buckle with 4 vignettes including a railroad engine, 2 people riding a horse, a woman
with a spinning wheel and another with a machine, At the top is "1776" and at the bottom "1876".
Size: 2 3/8" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a couple of spots and light scratches.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 7 - Booklet with a red cover "Centennial Exposition Guide Fairmount Park", "with map and
complete description of all the buildings. What to See - Where to go.", "G. Lawrence, No. 1012
Market St." published in small print "Slack & Macmorris". Inside is a foldout map of the
fairgrounds with the buildings identified in English and German. The rest of the booklet is all
English. Most of the 32 pages picture a building with a description of the building and its contents.
Size: 5 3/4" wide by 8 7/8" high. Condition: Very Good. The bottom right quarter of the cover is
faded. The spine is torn 1 1/2" from top along with a couple of cover edge tears. Inside are some
light staining on part of most pages. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 8 - Silver colored Medal in the original holder. Obverse: Miss Liberty in the center with '1776'
under her and around the edge "These United Colonies Are, And of Right Ought To Be, Free and
Independent States." Reverse: Written around the edge "By Authority of the Congress of the United
States" and inside the wreath at center "In Commemoration of the celebration of the Hundredth
Anniversary of American Independence" with "1876" at the bottom. The holder has a label inside
"1776", "1873" Centennial Commemoration Medal", "Act of Congress:, "June 16th 1874". Size:
medal is 1 7/16" diameter. Holder is 2 7/16" by 2 11/16". Condition: Medal is Very Fine, there is a
little wear on the obverse and some tarnish. The box is Good, the top is separated and the bottom is
mostly separated. The writing on the inside is on silk and has separation in the middle.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 9 - Wooden Medal with text and image in relief. Obverse: Around the top "GEN'L JOSEPH
R. HAWLEY". Around the bottom "PRESIDENT U.S. INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION. In the
center is his profile. There is a patent date under the bust. Reverse: Around the edge is "THE 100TH
ANNIVERSARY OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE" and "1876". In the center is "GREAT
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION FAIRMOUNT PARK PHILADELPHIA 4TH OF JULY". Size: 2
1/2" diameter by 1/4" thick rim. Condition: Extremely Fine only because there are 3 black spots on
the obverse. The raised image and writing is Excellent or better.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 10 - Wooden Medal with text and image in relief. Obverse: Around the top "1776 IN
MEMORIAM 1876", with "MAIN BUILDING", "LENGTH 1880 Ft.", "WIDTH 464 FT." and
"HEIGHT 70 FT." below. The image of the building is in relief in the center. Below is "GREAT
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION" with "PHILADELPHIA" at the bottom edge. There is a patent
date under the left side of the building. Reverse: Around the edge is "THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY
OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE". In the center is "4TH OF JULY 1876", "EXHIBITION OPEN
FROM MAY 10 TO NOV. 10 1876 FAIRMOUNT PARK PHILADELPHIA". At the bottom edge
is "U.S. AMERICA". Size: 3" diameter by 1/4" thick rim. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $40 - $60

$ 20

Lot # 11 - Chocolate Medal. Obverse: Raised image of "Memorial Hall" in the center with "To
Commemorate the Centennial Anniversary of the United States Phila July 4 1876" underneath.
Reverse: Raised image of "Independence Hall", "July 4 1776". Around the top edge is "Proclaim
Liberty Throughout the Land and Unto All the People Thereof". Size: 2 1/4" diameter by 3/16"
thick. Condition: Would be Excellent except for spot to the right of Independence Hall. The images
of the buildings are beautiful. Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 12 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Image of the signing of "The Declaration of Independence
1776". Reverse: In the center is a picture of a machine. Around the top edge is "H.G. Sampson
Dealer in Rare American & Foreign Coins, Medals & Stamps." and "Cor. Broadway & Fulton St.
New York". Above the machine is "1876", "Centennial Linen Marker, wholesale & retail". Below is
"Manufactory, 91 Brunswick Av. Brooklyn." At the bottom are the initials "E.D.". Size: 1 5/8"
diameter. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 13 - Single Sided Tag with "96", "1776", "US", "1876" stamped into it. There is an original
hole at the top. This may have been the tag to a key to a locker or a door. Size: 1" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 14 - Foldout from the Leslie Illustrated of "United States International Exposition - Bird's-Eye
View of Fairmount Park, Showing the Centennial Buildings in Course of Construction, the Grounds,
the City of Philadelphia, and the Surrounding Country". Along the bottom is text that identifies
some of the buildings. This is printed in black. Size: 52" wide by 16 1/4" high. Condition: Very
Fine. Minor paper loss at top (not near the field at all) and a small stain at top (again, not near the
field). This is just a foldout page from the Leslie Illustrated published in 1876.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Category: 1884-85 World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (15 to 16)
Held in New Orleans
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 15 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures an eagle standing on an American shield with 2 plaques,
one marked "Justice" and the other "N.C.P.A". Above is "World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial"
and between the plaques "1884-5 Exposition" with "New Orleans" below. Reverse: "Souvenir" in
the center surrounded by a wreath. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and some
discoloration on the obverse.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 16 - Blue Silk Ribbon with painted flowers in the center. At top is "New Orleans Universal"
and below "Exposition", "1884 - 85". Size: 2 7/8" wide by 10 1/4" high. Condition: Fine. The top
and bottom are frayed. The lettering is faded. There is a 1" wide tear through the right side of the
date. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1885 Danvers (17 to 17)
Held in Antwerp, Belgium, between May 2 and November 2, 1885. It covered 54.3 acres and had 3 1/2 million visits.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 17 - Brass Medal. Obverse pictures a building at the fair with "Exposition Universelle
Danvers" around the top and "1885" at the bottom. Reverse pictures a bearded man (a god?) holding
a cornucopia sitting in front of a castle. There are 2 unattached hands above the castle. At the bottom
are "Antwerpen" and "Leop. Weiner." Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and
age toning. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1889 Paris Universal Exposition (18 to 18)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 18 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Around the edge is "M. Jesurum & Cie", "Venise" with a
crowned monkey's head on a winged creature in the center. "Souvenir" is written at the bottom.
Reverse: Around the edge "Souvenir de Exposition de Paris", "1889". In the center is "Manufactures
de Dentelles et Broderies" (Lace and Embroidery Manufacturer), "M. Jesurum & Cie", "Venise"
(Venice). Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, light wear and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (19 to 55)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
Eglit refers to Eglit's Book on Columbian Exposition Medals as revised by Hoffman.
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean.
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 19 - Demitasse Satuma Cup with Machinery Hall pictured on one side and the Government
Building on the other. The cup stands on 3 legs. There are gold designs all around the rim. The cup
is very delicate. Size: 2 3/8" wide rim to handle edge by 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Lot # 20 - Contest Word Puzzle, "World's Fair Prize Puzzle." The first place winner gets a free trip
to the fair and $ 75 in cash or $ 125 in cash. There are 52 additional cash prizes. Inside are 25 blocks
each with one letter on it. The 'O' is the center 8 sided block and the remaining 24 are to be placed
so as to spell the 4 words that solve the puzzle. The solution is in the vault at the "Brockton Savings
Bank" in "Brockton, Mass." Inside cover has the exact same writing as the cover. Rare. Size: 4 1/4"
wide by 4 1/2" deep by 3/8" thick. Condition: Fine. The aprons are separated and the edges are
worn. The writing on the top is faded. The inside writing and the blocks are Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 21 - Toy, "The Wonder of", "1892", "How Columbus Discovered America". Open the box and
inside are 4 wooden blocks, each with a number in a purple circle attached to the block. The back of
the block has a step cut in so that it fits properly into the bottom that also has a lip with nails
between where each block fits in. The blocks are numbered '1', '4', '9' & '2'. I am not exactly sure
how this would be played, but it appears that it was designed for a young child to get the blocks into
the correct order to identify the year of the discovery of America. Rare. Size: 6 1/4" wide by 1 3/4"
deep by 3/4" tall. Condition: Fine. The box has corner separations on all the aprons on the top and
wear to the edges. The blocks are Extremely Fine. Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 22 - Large Woven Silk showing a birds eye view of the fair in the center with a bust of
"Columbus" above and Miss Liberty holding an American Flag to the left. Below this is a flower
design with and eagle and flag, all in color. At the top is "Columbian World's Fair" with "Chicago,
Ill: 1893" at the bottom. Marked with the maker "Johnson. Cowdin & Co. New York & Paterson,
N.J.", "J.J. Jordan Designer." The colors are red, blue, white and a greenish gold. Size: 7 5/8" wide
by 16 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. A few light creases and slight discoloration of the
background.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 40

Lot # 23 - Silk Ribbon for "Manhattan Day", "October 21st, 1893" with a circle in the middle with
"Sons Of New York" around the edge of the circle and 3 logos and /or seals in the center. At the
bottom is "Columbian Exposition Chicago. The ribbon is grayish blue with black writing. There is a
safety pin at top of the back for wearing. Size: 2 3/4" wide by 6 1/2" long. Condition: Fine. A 1"
long tear to the right of words at bottom that has a piece of tape on the back and price sticker residue
in lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 24 - Libbey Paperweight with a black and white picture of the "Wisconsin State Building". To
the right of the picture is "Columbian Exposition, 1893." Below the picture is "Made at World's Fair
by Libbey Glass Co. Patented." Size: 4" wide by 2 7/16" high by 7/8" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 25 - Ferris Wheel picture behind glass with a red border and a linked brass chain around the
edge of the glass. The picture is sepia toned and has surrounding buildings pictured next to the
Ferris Wheel. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 8 1/8" high. Condition: Fine. There is a chip in the upper left
corner. A little of the red is lifting and the picture looks a little faded. Note: That is my shadow in
the lower left corner. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 26 - Hard Cover Book with accordion foldout of multicolor chromolithograph pictures of 12
fair buildings. The cover has "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." written on it with
"Printed in Germany" written in small letters. Each building picture has a frame drawn around it
with plants surrounding the frames and the building name above the bottom frame. This book is
different in that the pictures are color drawings, usually these are sepia prints. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 8
7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. The covers have a little corner damage. The insides are
bright, clean and Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 27 - Heavy, copper colored award medal showing a raised image of Columbus on the front. To
the right of him it says "Christopher Columbus Oct XII - MCCCCXCII." The back says "World's
Columbian Exposition In Commemoration of the Four Hundredth Anniversary of the Landing of
Columbus. To: H. R. Worthington", the winner of the medal. At the bottom in small letters is "C.E.
Barber Fecit." Size: 3" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with a 1/2 long rim dent
on the bottom. Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 28 - Round Metal Box with die cut raised image of "Illinois State Building" on the top. The
background of the building is metal. At the top edge of the top is "Chicago". There is a raised design
around the edge and the bottom rests flat on the table. Size: 1 3/8" diameter by 1" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 29 - Complete Deck of 54 playing cards in the original box. The top of each card is blue and
shows an image of Columbus and his landing party. Each number card shows a building from the
fair printed in multicolor chromolithography. The joker has "Columbian Souvenir Playing Cards.
Copyrighted 1893 by G. W. Clark." written on it. The 54th card is blank on the card side so that you
can make any card that you need to replace. The box is blue and pictures the "Administration
Building" with Columbian Souvenir Playing Card Co,", "Chicago.", "Illinois." On the other side is
Columbus and Miss Liberty. and is also marked "Columbian Souvenir Playing Cards". Size: 2 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Good. 16 of the cards have paper loss on the edge of the card (not in
the picture of the building). The box has flaps missing on one end and is unglued on one side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 30 - 28 page color calendar booklet from "New York Life" "Insurance Co." The cover pictures
an eagle guarding its baby chicks. The back cover pictures their building with an inset of Columbus
and "1492", "1892" at the top. Inside are single month calendar pages from April 1893 through
March 1894 with a multicolor chromolithograph picture of a fair building on the opposite page from
each calendar. Of course there are a couple of pages of advertising for the insurance company with
multicolor pictures of fair buildings on the opposite page too. Size: 3" wide by 1 7/8" high (pocket
size). Condition: Would be Excellent except there is a small piece (1/8" by 1/16") of the back cover
missing, otherwise the colors are strong and there are no stains. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 31 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon with the "Woman's Building" etched in the bowl. The top of
the handle pictures Miss "Columbia's" head with flowers below. The back of the handle pictures an
Eagle standing on a globe with "1893" on the globe. Size: 15/16" wide by 4 1/4" long. Condition:
Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 32 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon with a raised image of the "Womans (sic) Building" with
"World's Fair Chicago 1893" written above the building. At the top of the handle is the
Administration Building with "1893" below it. Just under the building is the bust of a Native
American wearing a feather headdress. On the top of the back of the handle are 3 initials etched in.
There is a raised edge border on both the front and back of the spoon shaft. Size: 13/16" wide by 4
1/4" long. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 33 - Sterling Silver Spoon with Raised letters running down the handle spelling "Chicago". In
the 'C' at the top of the handle is "World's Fair","1892", "3". In the bowl is etched "Manning". Size:
1 1/8" wide by 5 7/8" long. Condition: Excellent with a little tarnish. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 34 - Season Ticket booklet for "The World's Columbian Exposition. Chicago" number
"17884", "1st May to 30th Oct. 1893". There is no picture inside and it states that it is "Not Good
After May 15" if there is no picture attached. The first page of tickets and the last page of tickets has
been removed from the book, and are loose in the back, except the opening day ticket is missing.
Size: 3 1/4" wide by 4 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with darkening of the cover and
removed tickets as noted. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 35 - Admission ticket with portrait of Abraham Lincoln on the left. On the right is printed
"World's Columbian Exposition Chicago Admit the Bearer 1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a green
scalloped design in the background. Ticket # "A 494395". On the reverse side is printed "Good for
One Admission at Pay Gates" on a green design background. Ticket printed by "American Bank
Note Co., New York". Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 36 - Admission ticket # "A 432239" with portrait of Christopher Columbus on the left. On the
right is printed "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago Admit the Bearer 1st May to 30th Oct.
1893" with a brown scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed "Good for
One Admission at Pay Gates" on a brown design background. Ticket printed by "American Bank
Note Company, New York." Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight
discoloring of ticket.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 37 - "Chicago Day" Admission Ticket, number "H 8609" (a 4 digit number) without its
admission stub. The stub has been removed at the perforations. Printed "World's Columbian
Exposition, Expressly for Chicago Day, Oct. 9th 1893". Black printing with an image of an eagle on
a very light green background. Reverse side of ticket pictures "Fort Dearborn, Chicago, 1833". Size:
5 1/2" wide by 2 1/16" high. Condition: Excellent, but it does not have the admission stub.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 38 - China Dish with multicolor picture of "Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building World's
Fair, Chicago". The edges are slightly curved. There is a gold border around 2 sides of the picture.
Size: 4 7/8" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good. There is a chip in the bottom right corner
and the gold gilt is worn.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 39 - Color Chromolithograph of "Along the Plaisance." with several of Midway exhibits
pictured along with a large Ferris Wheel in the center drawn by Graham. This print is from the folio
of Graham prints. Size: 11 7/8" wide by 8 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 40 - Badge with "Souvenir" pressed into the top bar with a shield shape hanging below.
Behind are 2 ribbons of different width, both in red, white and blue. The shield has a cut out 5 point
star in the center with the Administration Building pictured in the center. Around the star is
""World's Columbian Exposition", "Chicago 1893". On the back of the narrow ribbon is
"C...EROKEE." (probably Cherokee, the 'h' is hidden where the ribbon is fed through the top bar.
Size: 1 11/16" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine. Slight wear to the finish and the ribbons
are soiled.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 41 - Wooden Medal with part of the original box. The medal has a raised image of "The
Administration Building" with "1492 Columbian Exposition 1892" written below. The reverse is all
writing. Around the edge is "The 400th anniversary of the discovery of America" with "U. S.
America" at the bottom. In the center is "1893 Columbian Exposition May 1 to Oct 30. Jackson Park
Chicago." The box bottom and circular edge of the box (they are not connected) are included. Size:
3 1/2" diameter by 3/8" thick rim. Condition: Excellent with 4 surface cracks along the edge.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 42 - Bronze Medal, Eglit # 55. Obverse: Half Length bust of Columbus holding unrolled chart
enclosed in a circle of oak leaves that is enclosed in a beaded circle. Around the outer band
"Christopher Columbus born 1456 died 1506". Reverse: 2 Female Figures in center scene. One is
seated holding shield of the United States. The other is standing and pointing to a scene of the
exposition in the background. Above is an eagle holding ribbon on which is inscribed "E Pluribus
Unum". Under the picture is "1492 - 1892 IV. Centennial". Around the edge is "Souvenir World's
Columbian Exposition, Chicago, U.S.A. 1892-1893." Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine
with a little light wear. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 43 - Large Type Medal. Obverse: Raised image of "Columbus". Reverse: Raised image
"Masonic Temple Chicago" in the center. Around building "Highest Building in the World",
"Chicago, U.S.A.". It also has written "Observatory 302 Feet", "16 Elevators", "16000 tons of
fireproofing", "6200 tons of Steel", "Erected 1890". Size: 2 5/8" diameter by 5/16" thick. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a little corrosion under bust of Columbus.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 44 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #51A. Obverse: Landing of Columbus in center with "1492"
below. Around the rim is "Dedicated to the American People in Honor of the 400th Anniversary of
Discovery of America" & "United We Stand Divided We Fall". Reverse: The bust of Miss "Liberty"
with stars all around & "1892" below. Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 45 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #246. Obverse: In center is bearded bust of "Peter Schuttler" with
around bust "Born 1812", "Established 1843", Died 1865" with inscription around rim "Founder of
the Old Reliable Schuttler Wagon". Reverse: In center of circle above pictures the manufacturing
building and another building below, between "Columbian Exposition 1893 Our Semi Centennial".
Around outer edge "The pioneer wagon works", "Schuttler and Hotz. Chicago" Size: 1 7/16"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of scratches and a little wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 46 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 519. Obverse: Raised image of the "California Building" in the
center with "World's Columbian Exposition" written below. Reverse: In the center is a picture of
Sack with "Higgins Eureka Fine Sale Pure Linen Sacks Manuf'd Expressly for Dairy and Table Use,
Cheshire, England" written on it (I can not make out the writing on the sack, I copied it from Eglit's
book) with "Compliments of Dodge, Sweeney & Co. Agents San Francisco" written around the
edge. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Good, the center has lots of wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 47 - Aluminum Medal Store Card, Eglit # 510. Obverse: Landing of Columbus with "1492"
above. Around the edge is "Clothing. Jewelry. Bicycle. On Credit". Reverse: In center a king's
crown with "King of Credit Men 1893" above and below is "Geo. F. Washburn Gen'l Manager".
Around the edge is "Washburn Credit House", "465 Washington St.". Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Excellent, extremely light wear on Columbus' face.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 48 - Brass Medal, Eglit # 216. Obverse: Small bust of Columbus "World's Columbian
Exposition" around rim. Reverse: "Struck in the Canadian Court to Commemorate the World's Fair
Chicago 1893". According to Eglit, these were struck over other coins, although the only possible
vestige is a curve at the bottom of the word 'Fair'. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine
with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 49 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Pictures 5 circles each containing a raised image of a
building with the name above (except the building on the bottom). The buildings are "Machinery
Hall", "Electrical Building", "Mining Building" and "Administration Building". Reverse: On the
outer edge is "This medal is made of the Wonderful Medal Aluminum". In the center is "Odorless",
"Tasteless", "Malleable" and "Ductile". (Obverse is the same as reverse of HK #170) Size: 1 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Excellent, a small spot or 2. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 50 - Aluminum medal, Obverse is Eglit # 220 (H&K 215). Obverse: "Michigan Forestry
Exhibit" around rim at top. "Logging Camp" around rim at bottom. Center "World's Fair" with log
cabin with a small sign on top "Michigan Logging Co". Under building in small writing "Childs"
"Chicago" and large "1893". Reverse: "J. M. Weston President" written in center. Size: 1 1/2 inch
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 51 - Chocolate Medal. Obverse: Raised bust of Columbus in front of a globe with an eagle on
the top. Around the bottom in a ribbon is "Genoa 1447 Palos 1492 San Salvador 1492 Chicago
1893". Reverse: Birds flying at the top, sea shells at the bottom, 3 turtles above the bottom and reeds
with birds on both sides. In the center is the state seal with "1893 Commemorating Maryland's
participation in the World's Columbian Exposition". There is a loop at top that is original. Eglit lists
this as # 138, but that is a badge that includes a ribbon, so this may be off that ribbon. Size: 1 3/4"
diameter. Condition: The medal is Extremely Fine with wonderful detail. Again, it may be from the
badge. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 52 - Trade Card for "Enterprise Lawn Sprinklers". This multicolor chromolithograph pictures
"Horace Greeley" demonstrating the sprinkler to 2 farmers. At the bottom is a picture of the
"Horticultural Building." On the back is a picture of the sprinkler along with information and
pricing. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition: Fine, only because there is a 1/2" tear at the
bottom. Otherwise the colors are strong and the card is clean.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 53 - Trade Card picturing the "Fisheries Building" and the "Art Palace" in black and white
with a beige border. At the top Is "World's Fair, Chicago 1893." On the back is advertising for
"Shute & Merchant's" "boneless : Codfish". Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 15/16" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, short light crease. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 54 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor chromolithographed postcard pictures the "Government Building",
"Grover Cleveland, President, U.S.A.", an eagle and an American flag. Marked "Series No 1 Design
No. 1" At bottom in small writing: "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith Agent for the United
States, the Isabella, 48 Van Buren St. Chicago. American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho." Size: 6
1/16" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, corners are a little rounded and a couple of light marks
mostly on the edge.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 55 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures "The Agricultural Bld." and a Statue inside of a circle
on the left. Marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs." At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by
Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 11/16"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (56 to 57)
Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.
For Medal references:
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 56 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: In the center is the Eureka Woman with a minor and a bear at
her feet and a sunrise in the background. Reverse: Pictures 5 buildings from the fair. (HK-256) Size:
1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 57 - Small medal pendant. Obverse: Picture of the Mechanic Arts Building in the center with
"California Midwinter Exposition", "1894" around the edge. Reverse: The lords prayer in tiny
writing. Loop is original. Size: 5/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1895 Cotton States and International Exposition (58 to 59)
Held in Atlanta, Georgia
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 58 - Tile picturing 3 people's heads, 2 are black and one is white, with "Cotton States and
International Exposition Atlanta, Ga." written next to them. Rare. Size: 4 3/16" wide by 2 1/8" high
by 9/16" thick. Condition: Very Fine. There is crazing on edges of the top, a little wear to the gold
edge and a couple of chips on the bottom edge.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 59 - Demitasse Spoon with raised picture of the "Woman's Building" in the bowl with
"Atlanta Exposition 1895" written below. The handle has a scroll decoration. The spoon is plated
and the back is marked "U.S. Sterling" (it is not sterling). Size:4 1/14" long by 15/16" wide.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (60 to 61)
Held in Omaha, Nebraska
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 60 - Brass badge with "Souvenir" written on top bar. The bottom portion pictures an eagle at
top with the "Administration Arch" in the center with "Trans Mississippi" above and "International
Exposition" around the building. To the left is "18" and the right "98" with "Omaha" below. A
picture of a wreath surrounds the bottom portion. Marked on back "Schwaab S. & S. Co." Size: 2
7/16" high by 1 1/2" wide Condition: Extremely Fine, very light wear and the top bar is a little
discolored.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 61 - Shell Spoon with a plate coin silver handle. The bowl has painted flowers and "Omaha
Exposition 1898". The handle has a design on the border. Size: 1 11/16" wide by 4 13/16" long.
Condition: The bowl is Excellent. The handle needs to be polished and has a little wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1900 Paris International Exposition (62 to 63)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 62 - Silk Handkerchief with embroidered picture in many colors of the Porte Monumental
(main entrance gate) with "Paris 1900" underneath. Size: about 11 1/2" square. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a couple of very small spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 63 - China Plate in the shape of a clover leaf with a multicolor transfer picture of the "Porte
Monumentale" (main entrance) with "Exposition Universelle de 1900." above the picture. The rim
and stem at bottom are pink with a gold edge and are raised 5/8" off the surface of the plate. Size: 7"
wide by 7" high by 5/8" deep. Condition: Excellent with tiny wear to the gold. The bottom is a little
convex so it does not sit flat on the table.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1901 Pan-American Exposition (64 to 69)
Held in Buffalo, New York
Reference Material:
Lavin refers to "Panorama of the Pan=Am" by Fred Lavin.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 64 - Complete Box of 24 metal pins, each in their original box. The pins are all similar with
some variations. They all have an Eagle at the top connected to a frying pan with an embossed
Western Hemisphere in the bottom with "Pan American Exposition" "1901" written around it. There
is also a small eagle where the handle meets the pan. The variations are: 7 are just silver colored, 10
are gold colored with red hemisphere and 7 are silver colored with a blue hemisphere. 22 of the
boxes have cotton on the bottom and all have "The Messler Pan American Novelty Co. 834 Mich.
St., Buffalo, N.Y." stamped on the top of the box. Size: Each pin is 1 1/4" wide by 1 7/8" high. Each
box is 2 3/16" by 1 1/2" by 1/2" thick. The outer box is 9" by 4 3/4" by 1 1/8" thick. Condition: All
the pins and small boxes are Excellent with the tarnish on the plain silver colored pins. The outer
box is missing 2 aprons on the top and all the corners are separated on the bottom and the top has
stains.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

$ 100

Lot # 65 - Sterling Frying Pan Shaped Spoon with a raised image in the center of the "Electric
Tower" "Pan American" Exposition "Buffalo 1901" with the words written around it. The handle
has a decoration. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" long. Condition: Very Fine. There is a bend in the
handle and the spoon is tarnished.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 66 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon. The handle features Niagara Falls. In the bowl is a raised
image of the "Electric Tower" with "Pan.Am. Expo", "Buffalo", "1901" all in raised letters. This is a
thin spoon. Size: 11/16" wide by 3 5/8" long. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight bend in handle.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 67 - Cream colored round celluloid pin back with black drawing of the "New York State"
Pavilion in the center. Written at top is "New York State" and at bottom "1901". This building is the
only remaining building from the 1901 Expo still standing in its original location (currently the
Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society). (FML PB40) Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 68 - Round Celluloid Pin Back for "Elks Day" on "July 31st 1901" at the "Pan-American
Exposition". There is an Elk's head pictured in the center. The colors are blue and black on white.
The paper label on the back says "Made by Whitehead and Hoag." Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition:
Fine, there are several cracks in the celluloid.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 69 - Celluloid Multicolor Pin Back with the Raphael Beck logo of the 2 woman's dresses
making up the North and South American Continents with the woman holding hands. Around the
edge is "Pan-American Exposition 1901 Buffalo. N.Y. U.S.A." "Lumberman's Week" is written
across the middle. The insert paper in the back reads "Compliments Buffalo Lumberman's
Exchange". Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, overall light spotting and slightly bumpy surface
overall. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1901 South Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposition (70 to 70)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 70 - Brass Medal. Obverse: "The South Carolina Inter-State and West Indian Exposition"
written around the edge. There is a woman in the center with a building behind her and "Charleston,
S.C. 1901 - 1902" written underneath. Reverse: Around the edge is "Gold Medal", "For Saw Mill
and Wood Working Machinery". In the center are ribbons and "Awarded to Lane MFG Co
Montpelier Vt. U.S.A." Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with wear to the surface.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (71 to 91)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 71 - Bronze "Silver Medal" in the original box. The obverse of the medal depicts two female
figures above the date MCMIV (1904). The taller figure is Columbia, with her arms spread wide
holding the American flag. The youthful maiden at her side represents the Louisiana Purchase
Territory. Emblematic of her reception into the union, the maiden is divesting herself of the cloak of
France, the material decorated with bees, the emblem of Napoleon. In the background is the rising
sun, marking the dawn of a new era of progress to the nation. Encircling the two figures are the
words "Universal Exposition - Saint Louis - United States of America." "MCMIV" is in the platform
they are standing on. The reverse shows an architectural tablet inscribed with "Silver Medal" and
"Louisiana Purchase Exposition". Below the tablet are two dolphins symbolizing the nations' eastern
and western boundaries, the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Above the tablet is a large eagle with its
wings spread. The red box has letters on the top "Universal Exposition 1904 Saint Louis". The
inside of the box is lined with red felt. Size: Medal: 2 5/8" square. Box is 3 5/8" square by 3/4"
thick. Condition: Medal is Extremely Fine with overall age toning. Box is Very Fine with
separations on all the top apron corners and some paper pealing on the back (easily glued).
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 72 - China Demitasse Cup and Saucer with multicolor picture of "Palace of Mines and
Metallurgy" on the cup. Both the cup and saucer have a pink boarder. The cup has a pink handle.
Demitasse is now called espresso. (unlisted in Hendershott.) Size: Cup is 2 7/8" wide from rim edge
to end of handle by 2 1/4" tall. The saucer is 4 5/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent, although the
saucer has a couple of minor flaws as made.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 73 - Ceramic Tumbler or Vase with a multicolor transfer picture of the "Palace of Electricity"
on one side. Above the picture is "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904" Around the top and bottom are
brown stripes. There is no marking on the bottom. Size: 3" diameter by 5 3/16" tall. Condition: Very
Fine, there is a little damage to the top rim including a tiny chip. The picture is clean and beautiful.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 74 - China Vase with a black and white picture of "Worlds Fair St. Louis Mo. Liberal Arts
Building 1904". Around the picture are raised flowers, half of them painted in gold. The Vase has
purple glaze with gold gilt on the handles and around the top. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 6 1/2" tall.
Condition: Excellent with wear to the gold on the top rim.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 75 - Pink China Shoe with a black and white transfer image of "Palace of Electricity",
"Souvenir of St. Louis" on the front. There is gold gilt around the picture and the top rim. The maker
is not marked. Size: 1 7/8" wide (at top) by 3 1/8" deep by 3 1/2" tall. Condition: Fine, there is a tiny
chip on the inside of the top rim.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 76 - Small China Dish with 8 rounded sides and a multicolor picture of the "Palace of
Electricity" in the center. Above the picture is "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904". Around the edge
of the bowl is a purplish pink border with gold rim. (similar RLH 9-270) Size: 4" wide by 4" high.
Condition: Excellent. Slight wear to gold rim and one small black dot under glaze near the bottom
edge.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 77 - China Plate with a Multicolor image of "Machinery Building" with "World's Fair St.
Louis Mo. 1904" written above the picture. There is a purplish pink border and gold decorations
around the edge. The back is marked "Made in Germany". Size: 7 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very
Good. There is wear and scratches on the pink border. The gold is worn and all but gone on the rim.
There is a crack from 9 o'clock to past the center and a few more light hairlines.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 78 - Clear Glass Tumbler with Raised Gold Decorations and "World's Fair 1904 St. Louis"
written on the front in raised gold letters. The glass has a nice light purple hue to it, that hue is
commonly seen in much of the old glass. Size: 2 1/4" diameter at the top by 3 3/4" tall. Condition:
Very Fine since there is a small chip on the lip.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 79 - "Pass" to "The Baby Incubators" with the building pictured in the center and a baby riding
a stork on the right and the left side. At top is "Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. Louis. U.S.A." At
the bottom in ink is the name of the person issued to and the signature of the issuer. The pass is
"Good for the month of" and "June" is handwritten. There is a facsimile signature of the President.
The card is impressed with the corporate seal of the "Imperial Concession Company". This card is
made of thin cardboard. (Unlisted in Hendershott) Size: 4 3/4" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Very
Good since the right side is folded and has tears and some paper loss.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 80 - Ticket to "Admit One Person to Reserved Seat at the Opening Ceremonies, On the Plaza
of St. Louis, And to Luncheon, in the Palace of Varied Industries, April 30th, 1904." Printed behind
in orange is a woman's head in a circle with "Universal Exposition" above and "St. Louis, U.S.A.
1904" below. The ticket is numbered "1549". There are 2 facsimile signatures at the bottom.
(Unlisted in Hendershott) Size: 4 1/4" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 81 - Pass issued by the "United States Government Board", "Louisiana Purchase Exposition"
to admit "Stacy B. Rankin" (I think) "into United States Government Building Until December
1904". The side is over stamped "East Entrance". It is signed by the Secretary J M Cox (I think
again). (Unlisted in Hendershott) Size: 4 3/16" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, the ink
writing is faded and the card is a little discolored. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 82 - Pink Silk Ribbon: "Louisiana Purchase Exposition", "Nebraska Press Association", "May
16-21, 1904", "St. Louis, Mo.". There is a white pin back at the top with a red cross on it. Size: 1
13/16" wide by 5 1/2" long. The pin back is 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine. Overall soiling
and a horizontal crease in the center. The cross on the button is worn.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 83 - Badge for Connecticut with a multicolor celluloid top picturing "The Connecticut House",
"Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. Louis, MO." Below hangs 2 separate ribbons. The front ribbon
has "Hooker.", "Haynes.", "Connecticut The Constitution State", and "Ludlow." Printed on it in gold
and a brass shell hanging below with a multicolor celluloid insert picturing 3 American flags, a
cannon and more. The back ribbon has "1639 The Constitution Born in Connecticut", "1662 Charter
Secured by John Winthrop.", "1687 The charter hidden in the Oak. ", "1789 United States
Constitution adopted on Connecticut's Model." Size: 2 7/8" wide by 9" long. Condition: Fine. The
ribbon is soiled and there is supposed to be an acorn hanging from the center of the top bar.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 12

Lot # 84 - Small Bronze Mortar and Pestle with raised letters on the side "St. Louis Worlds Fair
Exposition 1904" on one side and "Souvenir" on the other side. The Pestle is unmarked. Size:
Mortar is 2" diameter at top by 1 3/4" high. Pestle is 2 1/2" long. Condition: Very Fine with some
age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 85 - Copper dish with a painted image of an Indian in the center. Above is "Souvenir of St.
Louis, MO. 1904". Below is "Worlds Fair" with a tee pee in between. The writing is in blue. The
Indian is painted in blue, white, red, yellow and black. There is a painted blue ring near the edge.
Size: 4 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of light scratches and overall age
toning of the copper. There is a little wear in one spot of the blue around the edge (at 8 o'clock).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 86 - Wooden candle holder (?) with a wooden ring carved loose around the stem. The bottom
is marked "Hall & Brown Wood Working Machine Co.", "World's Fair", "St. Louis 1904". I would
assume that this piece was made on their machine. Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 3 1/4" high. Condition:
Very Fine, some scratches in the finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 87 - Aluminum encased Indian Head Cent. Obverse: Shows head of a 1904 penny with "Good
Luck Souvenir" above: "19" and "04" to the left and right and "St. Louis Worlds Fair" at the bottom
. Reverse: Around the edge "Mascot Penny * I Bring Good Luck" with a raised horse shoe around
the cent. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine, some wear to the cent and the holder.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 88 - Oval Shaped Medal. Obverse: Pictures 2 hemispheres in the center with "Hammond"
above, "Typewriter" below and "for all nations" "and tongues" on the sides. Reverse: "1904" in the
center. "Universal Exposition" above and "St. Louis" below. Size: 7/8" wide by 5/8" high.
Condition: Fine, a bit of wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 89 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Pictures the Ferris Wheel in the center with "World's Fair St.
Louis" around it and "1904" at the base. On the edge is "You have got to show me, I'm from
Missouri". Reverse: Pictures a Cock at the bottom center and above it reads "Presented for having
the Largest" with the Rooster below (Oh, those Victorians!). (RLH 61-660) Size: 1 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear on the rooster. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 90 - Small medal. Obverse: Pictures "Palace of Machinery" in the center. Reverse:
"Commemoration of the Universal Exposition St. Louis 1904" in the center with a wreath around it.
Size: 5/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with heavy age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 91 - Celluloid Pin Back Button picturing the "Georgia Building" with "Louisiana Purchase
Exposition" around the top and "Home of Gen. John B. Gordon" around the bottom. The lettering is
in red, the building picture is black. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of light
spots and a little darkening from age.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Category: 1905 Lewis & Clark International Exposition (92 to 95)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 92 - Unused Pass Ticket for "Lewis & Clark Centennial Exposition", "Portland, Oregon",
"Good at any Pass Gate", "Admit ______" (not filled in), "Good only on ______" (not filled in) with
the facsimile signature of the "Director of Exploitation." (it really says that) . The ticket is printed in
green with a light image of a building in the background. The number "23602" is printed in red.
There are perforations on the left side where this ticket was removed from a book of tickets. Size: 4
1/16" wide by 2 5/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few light creases. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 93 - Celluloid Pin Back with multicolor image of the fair logo with 2 men surrounding Miss
Liberty in the center (the one wearing the American Flag) looking to the West with "Sighting the
Pacific 1805." above and "Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, Portland, Oregon 1905" below.
There is also a copyright statement just below the picture. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine since there is a spot of foxing at 8 o'clock. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 94 - Note Pad with Aluminum covers. Swing the covers open and 3 pieces of thick paper
appear. "Portland Exposition 1905" in raised letters along with raised flowers on the cover. On the
back is a black picture of "Forestry Building", "Lewis & Clark Exposition Portland, Ore, 1905".
Size: 3 1/16" wide 2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. The aluminum is a little age toned and a
couple of scratches, not in the image. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 95 - Booklet of "180 Glimpses of the Lewis and Clark Exposition" with an aerial view of the
fairgrounds on the cover. Inside are black and white pictures of the fair with captions at the bottom.
Size: 6 3/4" wide by 5 1/8" high. Condition: Good. The back cover is missing (and maybe a page or
2). The front cover is torn, missing paper and creased. The spine is worn. The pictures inside are
mostly clean with some creases. The first page, with the fair official pictures have been drawn over
with pencil. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (96 to 98)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.
Picture

Description
Lot # 96 - Metal Paperweight in the shape of a pipe (really a half pipe, the bottom is flat) with
"Jamestown" and "1907" on the stem and the Greek letters sigma and chi on the bowl. The bottom
has "Edward Haldeman & Co.", "Fraternity Jewelry", "Detroit Mich" in raised letters. Size: 3 3/4"
long by about 2" deep by 5/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine, the blue paint round the Greek letters is
worn.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

Lot # 97 - Light blue silk ribbon with dark blue printing. "Our Welcome Guests" above the fair logo
of native Americans waving to arriving ships with "Jamestown", "1607", "1907" and "Exposition"
written around the image. Below is "The Visiting Press". There is a small copyright statement below
the logo. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 7 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good. The top is frayed, there is a
horizontal crease in the center and a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 98 - Bronze Fob with "Norfolk, VA." at top with 3 ships. Diagonally in the center is
"Jamestown". To the left is "Captain John Smith" with "Exposition 1907" at the bottom. Size: 1 1/2"
wide by 1 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear around the captain.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (99 to 114)
Held in Seattle, Washington.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 99 - Large 3 legged Bowl with a Japanese Woman and 2 children walking below to a picture
of the "Palace of Fine Arts", "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition". The inside of the bowl is highly
decorated with red, pink, gold, blue, green and white flowers and other Japanese motifs. There are
small decorations on the outside. The bottom is marked "M. Furumo" (I think) "Yokohama, Japan".
Size: 6 1/4" diameter by 2 7/8" tall. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

$ 30

Lot # 100 - Flow Blue Plate with the 3 female logo in the center with "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition", "Seattle 1909" written around it. The rim is raised high and has 6 pictures around it that
are: "Fine Arts Building", "U.S. Court House and Post Office", "Seattle Public Library",
"Washington State Building", "Administration Building" and "Indian totem Pole Pioneer Square".
Made by "Rowland & Marsellus & Co.", "Staffordshire England". Size: 9 7/8" diameter and the
edge is 7/8" off the table. Condition: Excellent, a beauty. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 101 - Glass Paperweight showing a 1909 calendar over stamped in outlined letters in red with
"AYP", "1909" "Seattle". At the bottom is "Compliments Alaska Pacific Steamship Co.", "Tacoma Seattle - San Francisco", made by "Graeser Mfg. Co, Pittsburgh PA." October 15th is the only date
highlighted in red. Printed in black and red on a white background. Size: 4" wide by 2 3/4" deep by
3/4" thick. Condition: Fine, there is a 1/8" diameter chip in the image located on April 4th on the
calendar. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 102 - Metal Tumbler with raised images of the Logo, The "Mines Building. A.Y.P.E." and
"Washington State Building A.Y.P.E." The logo pictures the 3 women in the center with "Alaska Yukon - Pacific Exposition", "Seattle 1909" written around the image. There are raised flower
images around the pictures. Size: 2 1/4" diameter by 3 1/2" tall. Condition: Very Fine. A little wear
to the finish and the top is a little out of round.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 103 - Silk Ribbon printed in blue on a white background for "New England Day", "Sept. 11th"
picturing an American Flag with "A. Y. P." below. At bottom is "First to Land and First to Claim,
First to Establish America's Name." Size: 2 1/4" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a
couple of small pulls in the fabric.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 104 - Silk Handkerchief with scalloped embroidered finished edges. In the middle is a black
and white design. In the middle of the design is the circular Exposition logo set against the image of
the globe. Beneath the globe is the American eagle with a flag shield and below is a scroll with the
words "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition 1909." To the left of the eagle is the image of a person in a
canoe and a polar bear on a glacier looking in the distance to the Exposition, which is radiating with
light. To the right of the eagle is the image of two Exposition buildings with an Indian facing them,
sitting on the ground and smoking a pipe. In the background of the design is the image of the city of
Seattle and Mount Rainier. Size: 11 3/8" square. Condition: Very Fine. A couple of light stains,
paper residue in the lower left corner and a extremely tiny hole or 2. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 105 - Enamel Pin with the 3 woman logo in the center with "A.Y.P.Expo" above and "Seattle
1909" below. The center is turquoise, red, green and white. The ring is Blue. The outer sides are
turquoise and green. The mounting is marked Sterling on the back. Size: 2 1/8" wide by 1 1/4" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 106 - Watch Fob with 3 double sided disks. One side has the logo on the top disk with "Alaska
Yukon Pacific Exposition Seattle 1909" written around the edge. The center disk pictures the
"Forestry Building". The bottom disk pictures the "United States Government Building". The other
side pictures the bust of "William H. Seward" (the man who bought Alaska for the US) on the top
disk. On the center disk is a picture of the "Fine Arts Palace". The bottom disk has a picture of the
"Manufacturers Building". Size: 5 1/4" long by 1 1/4" wide at the bottom. Condition: Very Fine, a
bit of wear and some age toning.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 107 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: In the center is the logo of the 3 women. Around the edge is
"Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition" "Seattle 1909". Reverse: Written around the edge "The Lotus"
"305 Pike St." In the center is a small lotus flower. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine. There is
wear overall and a little corrosion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 108 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Picture of an American Eagle with "U. S." above. Reverse: At
top "A. Y. P. E.". In the center "I'll be there at the Fair". At bottom "Seattle, 1909". Size: 3/4"
diameter. Condition: Fine, wear overall and a little flattening of the edge at top.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 109 - Silver colored Medal. Obverse: At top are 2 busts; "Chief Seattle" and "W. H. Seward
Father of Alaska". Below is a miner panning for gold with "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition".
Reverse: All writing, from top to bottom "Souvenir", "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition", "Seattle
Wash.", "1909", "The Progressive Makers", "Seattle Wash.", "Pat. Applied For". Loop at top is
original. (HK363) Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 110 - Unused Postcard with multicolored image of number "X74 Colonnade of the
Manufacturers Building." In the upper left corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition. Picturing the 3 men and 2 children in the foreground with a statue of a polar bear to the
left and the Colonnade behind and to the right. This is a multicolor lithographed postcard marked
"Official Post Card." in lower right corner. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wa., and
Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, tiny paper loss upper corners and
wear at top. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 111 - Unused Postcard with multicolored image of number "X90 Looking North on Pacific
Ave., showing Forestry Building." In the upper left corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-YukonPacific Exposition. Picturing a wide walking path with the Forestry Building in the center with a
small white building in front. This is a multicolor lithographed postcard marked "Official Post
Card." in lower right corner. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wa., and Portland,
Ore." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight corner and edge wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 112 - Unused Postcard with multicolored image of number "X81 Agricultural, European and
Alaska Buildings." In the upper left corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition. Pictures the 3 buildings with an Urn on the right. This is a multicolor lithographed
postcard marked "Official Post Card." in lower right corner. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co.,
Seattle, Wa., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 113 - Unused Postcard with multicolored image of number "X77 Agricultural, European and
Alaska Building." In the upper right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition. Pictures the 3 buildings (from the reverse direction from the previous card) with people
walking in front. This is a multicolor lithographed postcard marked "Official Post Card." in lower
right corner. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wa., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 114 - Unused Postcard with multicolored image of number "X79 Part of Nome Circle." In the
upper right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. Pictures a curved
path with four buildings pictured. This is a multicolor lithographed postcard marked "Official Post
Card." in lower right corner. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wa., and Portland,
Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very slight damage to left
corners.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (115 to 117)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 115 - 2 Large Bronze Disks. One pictures 3 women sitting in front of 2 columns with "Robert
Fulton 1765 1815" image between them and on the left of the column is old New York Skyline and
on the right is the modern (1909) New York Skyline. Below the woman is "First Use of Steam in
Navigation on the Hudson River 1807". The other disk in the center pictures shows a bunch of
shipmates working the rigging of a sail boat with "Discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson
A.D. MDCIX" written around the edge. Around the bottom edge is: "The American Numismatic
Society", "Hudson-Fulton Celebration Comm:". At the bottom is a sail boat with "Halve" and
"Maene" on either side. The backs are blank with a threaded hole in the center (and a matching
machine screw) to attach these to something. Size: Each is 4" diameter by 1/8+" thick. Condition:
Extremely Fine with very light wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 116 - Aluminum Fob. One side pictures "Robert Fulton" with "Centennial" above, the boat
below and "Fultons Clermont", "The first Successful Steamboat". The other side pictures "Hendrick
Hudson" with "Tercentennial" above and the Half Moon below with "Discovery of the Hudson
River MDCIX". Made by "Whitehead and Hoag Newark, NJ" in tiny writing. Size: 1 1/16" wide by
1 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 117 - Celluloid Pin Back with color lithograph of portraits of Henry Hudson to the left and
Robert Fulton on the right. Above is "Hudson - Fulton Centennial New York". Below is "Sept. 25th
to Oct. 2nd". At the bottom are color drawings of the Half Moon and the Clermont. Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (118 to 133)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 118 - Multicolor Reverse painted picture of the "Fine Arts Building. The Panama-Pacific
International Exposition 1915, San Francisco, Cal." In a gold colored shell frame that has a stand on
the back. There are mother of pearl highlights in the picture. Marked on the back "A. G. Bosselman
& Co. New York". Size: 5 5/8" wide by 4 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, one tab that holds
picture in place (left side from front) is missing. Picture is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 119 - Celluloid Napkin Ring with gold picture of the "Tower of Jewels"
"Pan.Pac.Int.Exposition" written above and "San Francisco 1915" below. The sides are filigreed and
there is a design in the sides of the ring. Size: 1 3/4" diameter by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine. A little darkened with age and a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 120 - Ticket Book Covers for the "Stockholders Season Book" of tickets. This book is
numbered "12424" at the top with "Panama-Pacific International Exposition San Francisco 1915"
inside a fancy boarder on the cover. Inside is a photograph of a woman, Tillie Suskie" (signature at
the bottom of the back cover) in a feathered hat over stamped with a "P.P.I.E. Dept. of Admissions"
stamp in blue. The back cover is attached, but there are no admission tickets inside. The cover is
perforated with "PPIE". Size: 2 3/4" wide by 5" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with some corner
wear and a little soiling. There are no tickets inside.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 121 - Pass to the "Tehuantepec Village on the Zone", "Panama-Pacific International
Exposition". The ticket is numbered "607" and the name and Expires fields are filled in. The
signature of the "Manager" is written in ink. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very
Good, there is lots of paper residue on the back where this was removed from a scrap book. Also ink
writing is faded and the card is soiled.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$8

Lot # 122 - "Season Pass" to the " '49 Camp on the Zone", "Panama-Pacific International
Exposition". The ticket is numbered "2152" and was issued to "F. B. Morse". Printed in red on a
white background. Size: 4 7/16" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Very Good, there is lots of paper
residue on the back where this was removed from a scrap book and the card is soiled.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$8

Lot # 123 - Enamel Pin with a color picture of the "Tower of Jewels", "Panama-Pacific Exposition",
"San Francisco, Cal. 1915". The pin is brass. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 1" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 124 - Fob consisting of a black ribbon with a medal hanging below. The medal is a shield
shape with the logo in the center circle of the woman standing on the globe with "Panama-Pacific
International Exposition", "San Francisco", "1915" written around it. There is a hook attached to the
ribbon used to attach the watch. On the back in raised letters is "Official Souvenir Fob", "San
Francisco 1915". Size1 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. A little wear and overall
toning of the medal. The ribbon is a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 125 - Award Medal, Bronze medal. "Medal of Award". Around the edge is "Panama-Pacific
International Exposition San Francisco" with the Tower of Jewels in the center and "MCMXV" at
the bottom. The other side pictures a nude man and woman with "Divine Disivncta Ivnxit Homo" at
the bottom. Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 1/8+" thick. Condition: Excellent with a lovely patina.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 126 - Copper Medal. Obverse: Raised image of a Native American head looking left with
"First American" written on his headdress. Around the edge is "Panama-Pacific & PanamaCalifornia Expositions", "1915". Reverse: At top in a circle is the state seal "Eureka" with the sun
rising over the mountains in the center of the reverse. Underneath the mountains is "Souvenir Penny
of California". Around the left and right edge are a wreath. In small writing is "Pure Copper". Size:
1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light age toning. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 127 - Elongated Cent with picture of the Tower of Jewels with "19" to the left and "15" to the
right. Below is "Frisco". The reverse has a clear image of the back of a Lincoln cent. Size: 3/4" wide
by 1 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 128 - Small Felt Pennant printed in red on yellow: "Sacramento Valley and Mountain
Counties Day P. P. I. E. San Francisco August 21 1915", "Look Us Over". Size: 2 7/8" wide by 6
5/8" high. Condition: Fine. There are a couple of holes and a few areas where holes are started but
not all the way through. Also, the felt is darker on the right side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 129 - Small Felt Pennant printed in blue on white: "L.O.O.F.", "Sovereign Grand Lodge",
"Mining Fraternity", "Southern California Counties Welcome you", "California Building", "Sept.
20-25 P.P.I.E.", "1915". Size: 3 9/16" wide by 8 3/8" long. Condition: Very Fine, it is soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 130 - Wooden Postcard from "California redwood supplied by Redwood Manufacturers Co."
The card is also marked "Souvenir Shingle Panama Pacific International Exposition", "made on the
Sumner Upright Shingle Machine". There is printing on both sides of this redwood shingle (the
piece is angled like a shingle). Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the
writing is a little worn (probably made that way). Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 131 - Celluloid Pin Back button with "Meet Me at the Fair, 1915, San Francisco". At the top is
a color portrait of a young woman. At the bottom are two bears dancing with each other. Yellow,
blue, red, black and pink. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 132 - Trade Card for "Major Gus. Simon", "Panama-Pacific International Exposition', "San
Francisco, 1915". Picturing him in his uniform described as "The smallest Boer from Transvaal",
indicating that he fought in the Anglo-Boer War. There is a signature that I can not read in the upper
left corner of the picture. Size:3 1/2" wide by 6 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, 2 tears at the bottom, one
is 1/4" the other an 1/8".
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 133 - Unused Large Multicolor Post Card picturing the "Arch of the Rising Sun" with the
surrounding colonnade. On the back is "View at the Panama Pacific International Exposition, San
Francisco 1915" along with a place for "Message" and "Address". "Published by Bardell Art
Printing Co. San Francisco U.S.A." Size: 7" wide by 5" high. The color picture is attached to the
gray background card. Condition: Fine. The top left corner has missing paper and the bottom left
corner is creased. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$1

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (134 to 136)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 134 - 2 Piece Bronze Badge for the "Loyal Order of the Moose" as written on the top bar in a
heart shape with a moose in the center. The top also has "Delegate" across the top. The American
Flag is painted in red, white and blue on the left and another flag that is blue with 3 red lines
crossing on the right, drape the heart. The lower portion pictures the "Harbor of the Sun" in an oval
at the top. Below is "International Convention San Diego1915". At the bottom is the logo for the fair
with "Panama-California Exposition" & "San Diego" written around the logo. Made by "Whitehead
& Hoag". Size: 1 13/16" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 135 - Orange Silk Ribbon picturing the fair's logo at top with "Panama-California Exposition",
"San Diego" written around the picture. Below is "San Diego Chamber of Commerce Greeting to
Los Angeles Realty Board", "Boost the Exposition in 1915". Size: 2" wide by 6 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine. Some soiling and fraying at the top.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 136 - Die Cut Booklet in the shape of an Orange. Inside is "Salt Lake Route is the Direct Line
Through Los Angeles to the San Diego Panama-California International Exposition". Inside are 18
black and white photographs of California sites with descriptions on the facing page. Size: 3 7/8"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Category: 1924 British Empire Exhibition (137 to 137)
Held in Wembley
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 137 - Pickle Fork with baked enamel decoration at top. The fork prongs have pointy sides for
grabbing the pickle. The enamel decoration at top is red, blue and turquoise baked enamel around
the words "Wembley", "1924", "Empire Exposition". The back is marked "EPNS" with each letter
appearing inside a circle. There is also a circle in the center with a 6 pointed star of David. Size: 6
5/8" long by 3/4". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (138 to 147)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.
Picture

Description
Lot # 138 - Bronze Medal "Sesquicentennial Sports Medal" picturing 2 nude men in front of
Independence Hall with "Philadelphia 1926" below. On the back is "National Industrial
Championship", "Third Place", "September 4 1926 Sprint Relay". Hole at top, probably original.
Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine. Someone scratched the letters "LB" in the back along
with light wear and overall age toning. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

Lot # 139 - Compact. The celluloid top has a red and brown Liberty Bell with rhinestones in the bell
and "Sesquicentennial" above, "1776", "1926" around the bell and "Philadelphia PA" at the bottom.
Inside opens to 3 parts with 2 powder puffs and a mirror. Size: 2" diameter by 9/16" thick.
Condition: Very Fine, some wear to the red on the bell and to the black circles at top.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 140 - "Concessionaire or Exhibitor" one day pass to the "Sesquicentennial International
Exposition". The ticket is numbered "B05196". There are perforations on the left side where it was
probably removed from a book of tickets. It is signed in green at the bottom. Size: 3 1/4" wide by 2"
high. Condition: Very Fine, the upper right corner is bent and there is pencil signature on the back (I
believe that is required to use the ticket). Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 141 - Figural Metal Liberty Bell with "150 years of American Independence SesquiCentennial", "Phila", "1776", "1926". There is a screw hole in the back to mount this. Size: 4" wide
by 5 7/8" high by 1/4" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear on the left side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 142 - Metal pin with green, gold, blue and red baked enamel decorations. The pin is in the
shape of a football. The center of the pin has a vertical scroll picturing a gold and red Liberty Bell
with "The Sesquicentennial" above, and "Philadelphia" below, both also in gold. Behind this scroll a
gold feather is visible, extending from the bottom left of the pin, towards the upper right. On the left,
above of the feather, is the "1776", on the right, below the feather, is "1926." Size: 1 3/8" wide by
5/8" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 143 - Badge, "Women's Committee Sesquicentennial". The top bar has "1776",
"Philadelphia", "1926" written on it. The badge is brass and the ribbon is red, white and blue. Size: 1
3/4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight wear on the blue ribbon.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 144 - 2 Piece Badge. The top section is the Top of the Bell with an eagle with wings spread
bearing a shield at its breast. The shield is of stars at the top, vertical bars and stripes on the bottom.
Holding in its talons on the left side are leaves, on the right, arrows. The eagle sits atop the support
beam of the Liberty Bell. There are four vertical metal bars extending downward from the eagle
onto the top beam. One vertical bar is visible on the far right of the support beam. In raised metal,
block letters, the support beam reads "150 years of American Independence". The bottom section is
the body of the Liberty Bell, connected to the top via a small metal loop. The top of the Bell is
sectioned off by a horizontal bar, inside of which reads "1776-1926". Below this reads "The SesquiCentennial" which is above a depiction of Independence Hall. At the bottom is "Philadelphia". The
crack is present on the far right side of the Bell. The back of the Bell is smooth. Size: 1 11/16" wide
by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little age toning. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 145 - Booklet, "New Jersey State Building at the Sesquicentennial 150 Years of American
Independence Philadelphia, PA." with 20 pages filled with pictures of the New Jersey officials, the
pavilion and information about what the building represents and its furnishings. Size: 4 15/16" wide
by 7 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, small tear in upper right corner of cover. Insides are
nice and clean. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 146 - Postcard folder with 9 double sided color foldout pictures. The cover has "Official
Souvenir of the Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition Philadelphia, PA. 1926" and pictures the
"Main Entrance" on the cover. The back cover pictures the signing of the Declaration of
Independence. In small writing on the cover is "Publ. by John D. Cardinell, Official Photographer".
On the back cover in small writing is "906". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, cover
has edge and corner wear and a some creases. The inside is clean. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 147 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "Round the World Flyers Being Escorted by Other Planes
upon Return to America." The picture shows 6 bi-wing planes flying over farm fields with a body of
water in the background. The picture was taken by "Fairchild Survey, Inc N.Y.C." The card has
"Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition. Philadelphia, PA." along the top and the number
"109849" in the lower right corner. Published by "John D. Cardinell Official Publisher". The card
has been addresses in ink with no message and was never mailed. Very interesting postcard
featuring a group of early planes. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very
slight bend upper left corner. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$1

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (148 to 177)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 148 - 6 1/2" long Cast Iron Taxi painted in Orange with a black top. The top has "A Century
of Progress", "Chicago 1933" painted on the top. On the drivers door is a sticker of the manufacturer
"Arcade Toy". The door behind is marked "Yellow Cab Co." The grill and front bumper are chrome
covered metal. Size: 6 1/2" long by 2 3/4" wide by 2 1/2" tall. Condition: Fine. The paint is worn in
many spots including the top. The tires are replaced.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 75

Lot # 149 - 10 1/4" long Cast Iron Greyhound Bus. The bus is made in two pieces and is an exact
replica of the Greyhound Bus that traveled around the fairgrounds to transport visitors. Cab is
painted blue, pulling a white trailer. On top of the trailer in blue "A Century of Progress", "Chicago
- 1934", "GMC", "Greyhound Lines". On each side are 4 running greyhounds. Stamped on one side
is "© 1933 A.M.C." Made by Arcade. Real rubber tires. Size: 10 1/2" long by 1 3/4" wide by 1 3/4"
tall. Condition: Extremely Fine with bright paint and very little wear. There are cracks in the tires.
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175

$ 65

Lot # 150 - Small Greyhound Bus replica of the real bus used at the fair. Painted in blue and white,
on the top is "A Century of Progress, Chicago 1934, Greyhound Lines" with "GMC" to the left.
Size: 5 5/8" long by 1 1/8" wide by 1 1/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, with light wear and the
tires are a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 151 - Bagatelle Game with the Star of Arcturus comet logo in the center with "Souvenir of A
Century of Progress" above and the skyline of "Chicago 1933" at the bottom. There are 10 small
balls to shoot and 7 cups with points for the balls to land in. There is a little glare at the bottom from
the flash. Size: 11 1/2" wide by 17 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, a little wear to the sides of the image,
a little discolored at the bottom and bottom left of the image. The spring to shoot the balls is weak
but will shoot the balls when level.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 152 - Large Wooden Serving Tray picturing the "Historic Old Fort Dearborn", "Century of
Progress Exposition 1933" with 2 Native Americans and a camp fire. An American flag flies over
the fort. There is a raised border with some carving in the handles. The colors are brown, black and
red. Size: 17 1/4" wide (handle to handle) by 12 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine. A couple of light
scratches in the field. The finish is worn on the raised edges.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 153 - Red tapestry rug showing panoramic view of the Fair grounds with planes and Blimps in
the sky. The other colors are beige and black. Size: 41 1/4" wide by 23" high. Condition: Very
Good, all the fringe is missing from both sides.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 154 - Glass Tumbler with a Multicolor Baked Enamel Picture of the "Hall of Science" with
"Century of Progress Chicago 1933." written next to the building. The top of the picture is made to
look like folded paper. The rim of the glass has gold gilt all the way around. In tiny writing at the
bottom of the image is "Hand Painted". The bottom is marked "Czechoslovakia". Size: Top is 2 1/2"
diameter by 4 1/16" Tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 155 - Tall Glass with enamel picture of "Chicago Replica of Old Fort Dearborn", "A Century
of Progress", "International Exposition 1933" with a blue, white and black picture of the fort. There
is a gold gilt border around the picture, rim and on the base. Size: 2 13/16" diameter by 6 9/16" high.
Condition: Excellent with a little wear to the gold on the rim.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 156 - Lusterware Coffee Cup with a color image of the "Belgian Village." To the right of the
picture is "Century of Progress Chicago". There is a silver decoration around the top. The coloring
of the sides is a swirled green purple and blue. The bottom is marked "A. W. Karl Vary
Czechoslovakia". Size: 3 1/8" diameter by 3 9/16" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 157 - Leather Book Cover with the image of the "Hall of Science", "A Century of Progress",
"Chicago", "1933" pressed into the cover. The colors are beige on brown leather. Inside are 2 flaps
to put the book cover behind and a hanging marker to leave in the page when you close the book.
Size: 6 5/8" wide by 9" high. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of dents in the front and a little soiling.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 158 - Elongate 1929 Lincoln Cent with a raised image of the "Travel & Transport Bldg" above
and "World's Fair Chicago 1933" below (The 'W' and part of the 'O' are cut off). On the reverse is a
clear image of a 1929 Lincoln cent. Size: 1 5/16" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent with
overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 159 - "Press Pass" numbered "1231". At the top of the pass printed in purple is "1833 - 1933"
and "A Century of Progress". The pass is for "Aug." (only thing printed in green) and has 55 little
number tags still attached. This pass will "Admit one Person to the Exposition Grounds" for the
account of "Hollywood (Fla.) Herald". The back has a spiral design in purple with the 3 conditions
printed in the center. Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. "OK" in pencil on
the front and some browning of the paper.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 160 - Weekly Ticket for the "Chicago Rapid Transit Co." for the week of July 23 to July 29
with the number "24791". "The Electrical Building" at night is pictured on the ticket along with
"Free 'L' Bus between 22nd Street and World's Fair". Printed in purple on orange with a white
background. Size: 4" wide by 2 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little bend to the corners.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 161 - Scrap Book filled with pictures, cartoons, images and information about the 1934
Century of Progress. Someone took a lot of time cutting out pictures from flyers, newspapers and
magazines to fill every page with something of interest at the fair. "1933 Century of Progress" was
written on the cover, this was not an official scapebook publication by the fair. A wonderful
remembrance of the fair. Size: 10 3/4" wide by 15 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, some creases
and minor tears in the cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 162 - Compact made of brass with a raised image of the "Fort Dearborn", "Chicago World's
Fair" (both written below) on the lid with "A Century of Progress" written above. The background is
white enamel paint. The back is a beige marble pattern on celluloid. Inside has the original rouge
and powder puff mark "Girey", the maker of the compact. On the side of the top is a lipstick that
pulls out from the side. There is a mirror under the lid. Size: 1 3/4" wide by 3 1/4 high by 7/16"
thick. Condition: Very Fine. There is some wear to the brass sides and the inside items have been
used. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 163 - Bottle Opener with raised image of the Star of Arcturus comet logo with "Chicago",
"1934" written in the comet's tail. The other side is the same in the reverse direction. There is a hole
at the end to hang this on a key chain. Size: 2 5/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a
little rust on the edge.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 164 - Walnut shell "The World's Fair in a Nutshell" with small black and white photos of Fair
scenes and short descriptions of the scenes on a fold-out paper inside the nut shell. Attached is the
mailer tag with the Transportation and Travel Building pictured. The back has a place to put the
address and a stamp. Size: Shell is 1 3/4" long by 1 1/4" diameter. The tag is 3 1/4" wide by 1 5/8"
high. Condition: The shell is tied with a red, white and blue string that I do not want to untie. The
pictures looked like they have been viewed and undamaged. The mailing tag is Very Fine, it is bent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 165 - Multicolor Window Decal with a picture of the fair buildings in middle with "Visitor"
above and "A Century of Progress" at the bottom. The sticker is in its original glassine bag. Size: 8
1/4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. It is nice and clean, but it has rolled itself up
horizontally (I have it flattened in plastic bag with board. The picture is of it held down at the
corners). Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 166 - Blue Poker Chip with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of
Progress Chicago" below". It is the same on both sides. Appears to be pressed cardboard. Size: 1
1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 167 - Bronze Medal for "Jewish Day" with the Star of David and Hebrew numbers (that
translate to "1933") along with the Star of Arcturus logo, "1933", "Chicago" and "Century of
Progress" at the bottom. The reverse pictures Moses with a long beard coming down Mt. Sinai
holding the 2 tablets of the 10 Commandments with "The Romance of a People" written on the side
and Hebrew letters (that translate to "Moses went down to the people") at the bottom. Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with some surface wear and a little corrosion. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 168 - Tin Lithographed Pin Back with "I'm from Illinois visitor a Century of Progress" written
in black white and reddish orange. Made by "Green Duck" (marked on back). Size: 1 1/8" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine, some edge wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 169 - Tin Lithographed Pin Back with the Midget Village pictured in the center, "See Midget
City" below and "A Century of Progress 1934" above. The colors are green, brown and red on a
white background. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 170 - Polish Pavilion Oval Pin Back picturing the "Polski Pawilon" (Polish pavilion) at top
and "Wystawa Postepu Chicago" (Postep Exhibition Chicago) at bottom. Size: 1 1/8" wide by
13/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 171 - Die Cut Advertising Folder in the shape of and for "The Century of Progress Masonite
Trailer House." They are selling designs, instructions, and parts (basically a kit) to build your own
trailer. The kit is made by "Hammer Blow Tool Company". Size: 5" wide by 2 3/8". Condition:
Would be Excellent if some one had not written in ink on one side "Aug 20, 1934 General Exhibit
Bldg". Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 172 - "Official World's Fair Weekly" for the week ending June 17, 1933; magazine style guide
to Fair grounds and events. In this issue are 64 pages in 25 articles covering night shots, photos of
the Sky-Ride, "Some Wisdom and Wisecracks from the Indian Village" and lots more. Size: 8 1/2"
wide by 11 1/2" high. Condition: Good. Cover has damage on all edges and is separated from the
booklet. Inside is stained in the upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 173 - Booklet "Rock Island at the World's Fair". 16 page booklet describing that their exhibit
is "located in the Travel and Transport Building" at the fair. It describes the murals, Abraham
Lincoln, "Chicago-to-Colorado trains", "The lure of the Golden State" and more. Printed in red and
dark blue. Size: 5 15/16" wide by 4 3/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, some creases, a vertical fold
in the center and light soiling. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 174 - Folder "A Souvenir of the Famous Painting 'The Doctor'". This is a "tribute to the
medical profession" in "sculpticolor" "at the Petrolagar Exhibit" in the "Hall of Science" "A Century
of Progress, Chicago, 1933." Inside is a color copy of the painting with more commentary. Size: 6
1/4" wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few light creases on the left.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 175 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "The Monkeys on Enchanted Island" picturing monkeys
climbing on a tree that is surrounded by water and a fence. Outside the fence are lots of children
watching the monkeys. On reverse side "Official Post Card of A Century Of Progress", "Copyright,
1933", "Published by the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, Chicago". The card is numbered "129".
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 176 - Used Postcard "Otis Elevator Exhibit", "The Highest at the Fair"', "The Sky Ride - thrill
ride of A Century of Progress Exposition Chicago, 1933". The front, printed in red and black on
white, pictures the Sky Ride with an arrow to one Tower, the motor room "the machines that operate
Skyride's high-speed Otis elevators" and aerial view of the fairgrounds. There is no stamp, but there
is a "World's Fair" postmark and writing on the card. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Fine. Creases in upper corners, slight edge damage right side and bends in the bottom corners.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 177 - Used color Post Card "WF-24", "Sky Ride, Chicago World's Fair" showing the Sky Ride
at night with the fairgrounds below. Printed by "C.T. Art Colortone". Size: 5 9/16" wide by 3 9/16"
high Condition: Very Fine, a little damage to 2 corners.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (178 to 178)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 178 - 2 piece pin with "San Diego" above, "Exposition" below and a raised image of the tower
in the center on the main pin. The smaller pin has "35" written in it and the 2 pieces are connected
by a brass chain. Size: Larger pin is 1/2" wide by 3/4" high. Small year pin is 5/16" wide by 7/16"
high. The chain is 2" long. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1936 Great Lakes International Exposition (179 to 184)
Held in Cleveland Ohio
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 179 - Brass Fob with the image of the "Automobile Building" in the center. Above is "Great
Lakes Exposition Cleveland Centennial". The background is blue enamel paint. Size: 1 5/8" wide by
2" high. Condition: Excellent, a couple of tiny light scratches.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 180 - Medal "For Distinguished Service to the Great Lakes Exposition" picturing 3 people.
One person is holding chemistry glass containers, the woman in the middle is holding a cornucopia
and the man on the right is holding a sledge hammer. Below them are a blimp, bridge, factories, a
train, water and more. Reverse: "Great Lakes Exposition 1937 Cleveland" with the map of the lakes
in an oval. No name is etched into the ribbon at bottom. Size: 2 11/16" high by 1 7/8" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight wear to finish.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 181 - Copper Colored Medal. Obverse: Bust of Indian in feathered headdress with "Lucky
Penny" written above. Reverse: has "Great Lakes Exposition" above the logo and "Cleveland 1936"
below. The double hole drilled in it is not original. Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine. A large
rim ding, wear to the finish and a double hole drilled in it. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 182 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "GL7 The Subway Entrance to the Great Lakes Exposition,
at Night", "Showing the Aurora Borealis, Cleveland, Ohio". The subway is pictured in the center
with light from the aurora lighting the sky and the fair buildings in the background. The card is
numbered "6A-H605". Printed by "C.T. Art-Colortone". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight bend to upper right side and a little age toning of the paper.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 183 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "GL6 Hall of Progress at the Great Lakes Exposition,
Cleveland, Ohio" picturing the building at night with spot lights in the sky above. The card is
numbered "6A-H604". Printed by "C.T. Art-Colortone". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight bend lower right corner and slight age toning of the paper.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 184 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "GL4 Bird's-Eye View of the Great Lakes Exposition,
Cleveland, Ohio" picturing the whole fairgrounds with boats and docks in the foreground, the
stadium on the right and the Cleveland skyline in the back. The card is numbered "6A-H602".
Printed by "C.T. Art-Colortone". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight
bend in lower left corner and slight toning of the paper.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Category: 1936 & 1937 Texas Centennial (185 to 188)
Held in Dallas
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 185 - Drinking glass picturing a cowboy on a horse on one side and the radiating star logo of
the fair with "Texas Centennial Exposition", "1836", "1936" and "Dallas" written around the logo on
the other. Size: 2 1/8" diameter by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 186 - Ticket, "Single Admission Pass" "No. 454" to the "Cavalcade of the Americas" at the
"Greater Texas and Pan American Exposition". Dated "1937" the ticket is unused with the facsimile
signature of the "Director General". Last auction I sold the guide to this exhibit. Size: 4" wide by 2
1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 187 - Brass Medal. Obverse: "Texas Centennial Souvenir" around the top with a rooster in the
center that has "Weather Bird Shoes" on its chest and "For Boys" and "For Girls" below. At bottom
is "1936". Reverse: Pictures a star with "1836", "Texas", "1936" on it and "100 Years of
Achievement" at the bottom. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some wear overall.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 188 - Badge with a cut out metal steer hanging from a pin back button. The button reads "I'm a
Longhorn". The ribbon between the 2 pieces is orange. On the side of the steer is "Texas", "1836",
"1936", "Centennial". Size: 2 7/8" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Good. The steer has a piece
broken out of the leg and his horns are broken off (one horn comes with it, but I doubt it can be reattached).
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: 1937 Paris Exposition Internationale (189 to 190)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 189 - Aluminum Stick Pin picturing a raised Trocadero and Eiffel Tower with "Exposition
Internationale" written above and Paris 1937" below. Size: 7/8" wide by 1 1/8" long. The pin makes
the total height 2". Condition: Excellent with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 190 - Cardboard Bookmark with a color picture on one side and "Of Course YOU are going to
the Exposition Paris May-November 1937" along with an eagle at the top and 2 French and 2
American flags on the other. The picture on the front has an American flag at the top, a ship flying
the French flag just below, a man welcoming people to the Eiffel Tower and the new Trocadero
below that and "Paris Mai - Novembre 1937" at the bottom. "Printed in France and Published by the
French Government" with "Dureysen" in small letters. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 7" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, a little wear to the bottom corners. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (191 to 276)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.
A VHS Tape, narrated by Jason Robards, is listed in the Modern Reference Section.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 191 - 8 1/4" Cast Iron Greyhound Toy Bus made by the Arcade Toy Co. in the Original Box.
The Bus is light blue with Orange, black and white "New York World's Fair" decals on each of the
sides. The decals show the dog jumping over the Trylon and Perisphere and have "Greyhound"
written on them. On the top of the bus are the words, "Greyhound Lines", "New York World's Fair".
Size: 8 1/4" long by 2" wide by 2 1/8" tall. Condition: The bus is Extremely fine with light wear.
The box is Very Fine with one large end flap missing. The box is lightly browned all over and has
light spots mostly on one side.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 65

Lot # 192 - Set of 3 "Jig-Saw Picture Puzzles on Plywood in the Original Box. The box top pictures
the Trylon and Perisphere and is also marked "Souvenir New York World's Fair 1939".
"Manufactured by Joseph K. Straus Brooklyn, N.Y." the top is also marked "No. W. F. 16". Inside
are 3 puzzles: one is the "Trylon and Perisphere"..."At Night" "WF5", "A View of Constitution Mall
WF15", and "Textile Building New York World's Fair" and "WF-14". Size: The box is 10 7/8" wide
by 5 3/4" high by 3/4" tall. Each puzzle is 5 1/4" by 3 5/16". Condition: Puzzles are Near Mint. The
box is only Fine due to soiling and tears along the apron edges (no part of the apron is missing).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 193 - Book, "Paper Dolls of All Nations", "New York World's Fair", "Official License" with
the Trylon and Perisphere in the center and children wearing the clothes featured inside the book.
The set contains 9 children figures that you pop out of the back cover and 6 sheets of clothes in
color that you cut out and put on the children. The book has cardboard covers. Published by "The
Saalfeild Publishing Co., Akron, O." Size: 10 3/4" wide by 15" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. A
corner crease in upper right corner and one tear at the bottom of the back cover that does not damage
any figures on the back cover. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 194 - Small Porcelier Tea Pot with raise image of the Trylon and Perisphere in blue with a
raised white helicline, green trees and raised letters "New York World's Fair". The lid has a blue line
around it. The bottom is marked "Porcelier Trade Mark", "Vitreous Hand Dec. China", "Made in
U.S.A." Size: About 6 1/2" wide spout to handle by 5 1/2" tall to top of lid handle. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 195 - Small Lenox dish in salmon color china with embossed white Trylon and Perisphere
with sun rays in the salmon surface to the upper right. The bottom is marked "Officially Approved
N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789", "1939", "Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New York
World's Fair Ovington's New York". Size: 3 7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, wear to the
bottom.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 196 - Cigarette Case in the Original Box. The cigarette case pictures the Trylon and Perisphere
on one side with "New York World's Fair" written above. The top of the case, that slides over to
open, is covered with green plastic. The bottom is marked "Swing Pak" and "©N.Y.W.F." The box
has an orange top picturing the Trylon and Perisphere with "Swing Pak", "The Modern Cigarette
Case" written on the top. The box bottom is blue. Rare. Size: Box is 2 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" deep by 1
1/4" thick. The case is 2 1/4" wide by 1" thick by 3" high. Condition: Box is Extremely Fine, slight
edge wear. The case is Very Fine with some wear on the picture side.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 197 - Wallet and Key case set in the original box. Both the wallet and key case have the
Trylon and Perisphere impressed into the side with "New York World's Fair" to the right and
"N.Y.W.F.©" below. Both pieces fit into fitted cut out area inside the box with "De-Luxe Wallet"
"and key case" written on it. The box does not have any world's fair markings. I have not seen this
set before. Size: Box is 7 3/4" wide by 6" deep by 3/4" thick. Wallet is 4 1/4" by 3". Key Case is 3
3/4" by 1 7/8". Condition: Key Case is Excellent. Wallet is Extremely Fine since when open, the
inside center fold is cracked from top to bottom. The inside cardboard holder is Fine, the lettering is
damaged and there is a break between the 2 sections. The outside box is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 198 - Box from "Little Old New York" drawn by "Tony Sarg" with an 1890s man and woman
on the side of a drawing of the old New York exhibit at the "New York World's Fair". The picture is
multicolor while the rest of the outside of the box is black. Inside has a diamond design on the
underside and orange inside. Rare. Size: 4 1/4" wide by 3 1/4" deep by 2" tall. Condition: Very Fine.
There is wear on the top edges and corners, but the picture on the top is clean and bright.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100

$ 30

Lot # 199 - Leather Box for "Handkerchiefs" featuring the Trylon and Perisphere on the top in blue,
white, green and yellow with "New York World's Fair" written above. The inside is lined with red
paper. There is a strap with a snap when attached keeps the box closed. "Edna 1939" is burned into
the top left corner. The sides of the box are cardboard. Size: 6 1/4" wide by 6" deep by 1 3/4" tall.
Condition: Very Fine. The leather is torn on the lower right corner of the top. There are a couple of
small flakes in the T&P paint. There are a few scratches on the side. Actually the box is very
presentable and would look nice in any collection.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 200 - A cloth that is inside a brown wrapper with a paper cigar ring around it. Printed on the
brown paper is "Florida", "New York World's Fair". There is a plastic wrapper around most of the
brown wrapper. The cloth has never been removed from the wrapper (because it would never be
able to be returned to the wrapper), so I have no idea what, if anything, is on the cloth. A very
different souvenir, one I've never seen. Size: 3/4" diameter by 5 1/4" long. Condition: Very Fine, the
plastic is torn at the end (about 1" from end) and the paper is unwrapping at the end.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 201 - "Miniature", "Furniture" in the original box that picture the Trylon and Perisphere along
with other deco designs with "10 pieces of Miniature Furniture", "Souvenir New York World's Fair
1939" printed on the top and bottom flap. Inside is a block of wood that has been cut to make 10
pieces of doll house furniture. Size: 2 7/8" square by 6" tall. Condition: Fair. There are only 9 pieces
and 1 of them (the small table) is broken and taped back together. The box is Very Good with paper
loss at the top of each side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 202 - Novelty book "Views of New York World's Fair" with the Trylon and Perisphere
pictured on the spine. The book is slipped inside a cardboard holder. When you pull the book of the
holder, a cloth snake pops out of the book. It is also marked "Made in Japan". An amusing items.
Size:1 1/8" wide by 2 1/4" deep by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. The left edge of the book's
spine has its paper lifting, the box has a little wear and the top of the outer box is a little bent up.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 203 - Glass Bank in the shape of a ball. On the back is a raised image of the Trylon and
Perisphere. The front has "1939" in a circle with "New York World's Fair" written in a ribbon like
area emanating from the circle. Size: about 3" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 204 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon with a raised Trylon and Perisphere in the bowl with
"New York", "World's Fair" written above and to the right with "1939" below. The handle is highly
decorated with raised images and wonderful detail on both sides. The front pictures top to bottom:
New York City Seal, "Grant's Tomb", "Soldier Sailors Monument", "Flat Iron" Building and the
words "New York". The back from top to bottom: "Brooklyn Bridge", "Statue of Liberty", a
building I believe to be in Union Square, and the Obelisk from Luxor in Central Park. On the back is
"Sterling" with some maker stamp. Size: 4 1/8" long by 15/16" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 205 - Ticket to "The Club Lounge' in the "Sealtest Building, Rainbow Avenue", "New York
World's Fair". The ticket, printed in black and red on white, is dated "1939" with the Sealtest seal in
the middle and states "You and Your Family are Cordially Invited to Utilize the Privileges of the
Club Lounge". It notes that "This lounge is not open to the general public. Please present this card to
secure admission." Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner wear
and very slightly soiled. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 206 - "Specimen" Ticket Booklet includes "General Admission" and "Winter Wonderland or
Gardens on Parade", "Good only June 11 Rose Garden Preview Day". The booklet includes 10
coupons worth 5 cents each toward the admission to other attractions. The coupons have the same
number as the tickets on the cover. There is also a back cover to the booklet. Holes have been
punched through the ticket numbers. The number is "L 224480". The ticket is over-stamped
"Specimen". Size: 6" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Near Mint. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 207 - Black Glass Swizzle Stick from "Caruso" Restaurant. Printed on the stick in silver is a
small Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" written next to it (and has a tiny
copyright below it), a shield with "Caruso Spaghetti Palace" and "New York - Newark - World's
Fair" written on it. Size: 6" long by 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent, a couple of tiny spots of
wear to the printing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 208 - "100 Approved Movie Views" "for Pathegrams Cine'Vue", "1939 New York World's
Fair" with "Exclusively Licensed by the New York World's Fair 1939, Inc." The box contains three
rolls of Movie view filmstrips each in its own small cardboard box. The boxes inside are "New York
Views Nos.5-6-7". Each box has the Trylon and Perisphere on the top and Fair buildings around the
sides. Made by "Pathegrams, Inc." Size: Large box is 3 3/16" wide by 2 1/4" deep by 1 1/8" thick.
Condition: Excellent Overall. The box has a corner separation but when I opened it, it looked like it
had never been opened. The films appear to be Excellent with the original paper in each box.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 209 - 6 black and white photographs of different buildings, statues and a fountain. The
buildings are National Cash Register, GE and United States Steel. Size: 5" wide by 3 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Good. The pictures are a little faded and there is residue of black paper ( a lot ) on
the back from being in a scrap book.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 210 - "Popular Vote Card", an IBM computer punch card that was used to "Vote for your
choice of best Painting in International Business Machines Corporation's Gallery of Science and Art
at the World's Fair Of 1940 In New York". There are places to write in your first, second and third
choice. This card was not used. The back is blank. Size: 7 3/8" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Very
Fine. There is a vertical fold down the middle and a light vertical line stain to the left of center.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 211 - Ink Well with a Figural Trylon and Perisphere rising up in the back. An art deco base
leads up to the lidded ink well in the front. The cover of the ink well has "New York World's Fair"
etched into it. Underneath the lid and on the bottom is "Made in France". The glass insert is missing.
(Rossen pg. 121) Size: 3 1/8" wide by 2 7/8" deep by 5 1/8" tall. Condition: Fine, the Trylon is bent
and wear to the finish at top of Trylon. The glass insert is missing.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 212 - Still Bank in the shape of an "Underwood" Typewriter with a money slot at the back.
The back of the typewriter pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "Underwood" written above the
coin slot and "New York World's Fair 1940" below. The bottom is a panel that can be removed by
unscrewing two screws. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 2 3/4" deep by 1 3/8" tall. Condition: Would be
Excellent if there wasn't a little rust on the removable bottom panel.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 213 - Chrome Ashtray with a white Bakelite base. On the side is an attached bronze shield
with the Trylon and Perisphere in front of a blue background at the bottom and an orange
background at the top. "New York World's Fair" and "1939" are written in the shield along with
"©". The top flips around to dump the ashes below. Size: 3 1/4" diameter by 2 7/8" high. Condition:
Very Fine, a little wear to the chrome.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 214 - Key Shaped Thermometer in the original box. The top of the key has the "Trylon and
Perisphere" pictured with "New York World's Fair" written to the right. There is a yellow tassel at
the top. There is a thermometer on the shaft of the key. The top of the box has "Key to the City"
written on it and "Souvenir" on 2 flags. Size: Box is 6 7/8" wide by 2 3/4" deep by 3/4" thick. Key is
1 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" long. Condition: Key is Near Mint. Box is Fine with a piece of the cover
missing to the left of "Key...".
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 215 - Bakelite Trylon & Perisphere with thermometer attached to the Trylon on a black base.
The T&P are a dark orange. The base is marked "New York World's Fair" & "©N.Y.W.F." The
Thermometer works. Size: 3 11/16" tall by 2 3/16" wide by 1 1/16" deep. Condition: Excellent with
wear to only the 'w' in the copyright.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 216 - Blue and orange, plastic, one-piece salt and pepper shaker in the shape of the Trylon and
Perisphere. The base is orange with the words, "New York World's Fair" in gold letters. The T&P
are blue. Size: 3 3/4" tall by 2 15/16" long by 1 7/8" deep. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 217 - A round toy kazoo that is supposed to be the Perisphere. The kazoo is made of a silver
colored metal. On the top of the kazoo is an image of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words,
"New York World's Fair". The bottom is painted blue and has "Hum A Tune" in raised letters in the
center. Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine-. The T&P side is heavily worn. The blue side is Very
Fine with some spots of light rust. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 218 - Coaster made of SyrocoWood picturing the Trylon & Perisphere in the center and
marked "Theme Center" below and "New York World's Fair" and "1939" above. Size: 4 1/8"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of light spots on the rim and a chip on the bottom
edge (not noticeable from the side).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 219 - SyrocoWood plaque with thermometer and pictures Trylon & Perisphere and a building
(US Government ?) marked "New York World's Fair" around the thermometer and "© N.Y.W.F." at
the bottom. Has a hole for hanging at top. On the back is the SyrocoWood sticker. Size: 2 7/8" wide
by 3 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 220 - Novel: "Murder at the New York World's Fair" by "Freeman Dana". This hard cover
book is blue and orange with 265 pages with large print. It tells the story of how 5 random people
end up going to the opening ceremonies at the fair on a private train that is owned by one of the
richest men in America. Of course there is a murder (I don't want to give anything away) and the 5
spend the day traveling around the fair, trying to figure out who committed the murder while
visiting some exhibits and avoiding the police. Of course in the end the whole thing is figured out
and wrapped up. It is a fun read. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 7 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine. The cover
is a little soiled. The pages are a little browned. Some brown stains on the inside of the covers.
There is a little paper loss on a few pages in the middle and a couple of pages have a spot or two.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 221 - Ladies Compact in the shape of a suitcase. The case is pink and the straps are brass
bands. There are decals on both sides. One side's decal is the Administration Building and has "1939
New York World's Fair" written below. The other side has a decal of the Trylon and Perisphere with
"1939 New York World's Fair" above it. Tilt the handle at the top to open the case. Inside is a
mirror, rouge and a place for powder including a puff. Size: 3 1/8" wide by 2 1/2" high including the
handle. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear and dirt. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 222 - Rectangular Compact with the Trylon and Perisphere in orange on a white background
in the center with "New York World's Fair" written below. There are also some small buildings
under the T&P. Around the center are 4 sections with blue background picturing 4 other buildings
including Communications, Hall of Fashion, Gas Exhibits and Heinz (I think it is Heinz, has the
dome). There is a powder puff inside and a little powder. Size: 2 1/6" wide by 1 1/4" deep by 7/16"
thick. Condition: Fine. There are several scratches in the white paint. The blue painted areas are
Extremely Fine. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 223 - Round Lithographed Tin with the Trylon and Perisphere in the center and "New York
World's Fair 1939" to the left. The top is blue and white. The bottom is orange. Size;10 1/4"
diameter by 1 1/2" thick. Condition: Very Fine. A couple of small scratches and some dirt (probably
will clean with a little car wax).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 224 - Porcelain Insert picturing the Trylon and Perisphere in blue, brown, white and a little
pink. It is oval shaped. Size: 15/16" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 225 - 5 Yellow Trylon and Perisphere shaped buttons on the original card. Each button has
"1939" in blue on the Perisphere and "New York World's Fair" below on the helicline. The card has
"Le Chic" at the top and "For Style" at the bottom. Size: Each button is 5/8" wide by 1/2" high. The
card is 2 1/4" wide by 5 1/8" high. Condition: The buttons are Excellent. The card is Very Fine with
several creases and soiling.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 226 - Clothing button with a multicolor picture of the United States Federal Building. The
picture is a color print attached to the brass backing. The backing is a slide mechanism that slips
through a button or cuff link hole and then slides out to keep it in the hole. Size: Picture is 1/2"
square. The backing slides out to 1" long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 227 - Shirt Collar Bar with "New York" & "World's Fair" in tiny writing on the bar and a 3
dimensional Trylon & Perisphere on each end. At one time these collar bars were very popular and
were used to push the knot in your tie forward. Size: 2" long, the T&Ps are 1/4" high. Condition:
Excellent. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 228 - Necklace in the Original Box. The necklace has a brass chain with a small brass disk at
the end. The disk has the Trylon and Perisphere in the center with a rising sun behind with "New
York World's Fair 1939" around the edge. At bottom is "NYWF". On the back is "Official". The box
pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" written on it. The box has a silver
paper on top of an orange box. The bottom is blue. Size: Disk is 1/2" diameter. Box is 2 15/16"
square by 5/8" thick. Condition: necklace is Near Mint. The box is Very Fine with a little wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 229 - Brass Tie Clip with an oval front that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "New
York World's Fair" around the top and "1939" at the bottom. Size: Front is 7/8" high by 5/8" wide.
Bar is 2 5/8" long. Condition: Very Fine with age toning around the letters and a little wear to the
bar.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 230 - "Rhode Island" state pin with the Trylon and Perisphere in the center surrounded by red
enamel paint. At the bottom is "New York World's Fair". Flying next to the Trylon is a flag with
"1939" in the center with a white enamel paint background. Under the T&P is "(©)NYWF". Size: 1
1/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 231 - Brass Shell Pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with the Helicline behind.
Below is written "© New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 1 1/4" wide by 1 1/4" high. Condition:
Fine, overall wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 232 - 8 sided brass pin picturing the "Transportation B'l'd'g" in the center surrounded by
orange enamel paint with "1939" in the sky. In the top border is "New York World's Fair". The edge
writing is pressed letters with blue in the letters. Size: 7/8" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Very Fine,
the top is Extremely Fine with a light scratch, but the pin is missing from the back.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 233 - Celluloid Pin Back with "Merri England", "Village", "N. Y. World's Fair" written in
blue on an orange background. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, only because there
is an ever so slight dent in the center.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 234 - Celluloid Pin Back for the "American Jubilee!" with "Oh! Say Can You See" written
above. The colors are red, blue and white. Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with a little rust
in the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 235 - Celluloid Pin Back "Lou 'I'm a Bad Boy' Costello for Mayor of the World's Fair
Midway" picturing "Abbott & Costello" in the center with "Abbott for Commissioner of Laffs" at
the bottom. Size: 1 11/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 236 - Celluloid Pin Back with white Trylon and Perisphere on blue background with an
orange ring. Around the edge is "New York World's Fair" with "1939 Visitor" ('visitor' is
uncommon on this button) and a plane in the sky. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent. There
is a little rust on the inside.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 237 - Blue Felt Hanging Pennant picturing the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's
Fair" written above and "1939", "NY © WF" below. The top and bottom edges are in orange. The
top orange band has a wood rod running through it with a gold painted knob on one end (the other
end is missing this piece). There is a string at top with tassels on each end for hanging. Size: 8 1/4"
wide by 10" high. The stick at top is 9 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Good. The writing is worn, one
end is missing on the wood rod and it is soiled.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 238 - Purple and Turquoise square Silk Scarf with yellow, green and white images of people
and buildings from the fair. On each inner corner is an image of the Trylon and Perisphere with the
words "New York World's Fair 1939." Placed around the inside are other fair buildings: "Fisheries",
"R.C.A. Building", "Consumers Building", "Aviation Building", "Food Building", and more The
outer corner pictures the Skyline of New York City with a street scene of people and buildings at the
fair between the corners. Size: 19" by 21". Condition: Extremely Fine, it is a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 12

Lot # 239 - Linen Dish Towel picturing a large blue and orange Trylon and Perisphere with 13 little
T&Ps around it. At the bottom is "1939" "New York World's Fair", "1939". There are orange and
blue stripes at top and bottom. Marked "Pure Imported Linen". Size: 11 5/8" wide by 19" long.
Condition: Excellent with light darkening of the linen.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 240 - Small gold Felt Pennant for the closing day of the New York World's Fair. Image of the
Trylon and Perisphere at the left with the words, "I was there closing day Oct. 27, 1940 New York
World's Fair" in blue lettering. Size: 8 3/8" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, it is soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 241 - Pocket Knife with 1 blade. The sides are a plastic made to look like mother of pearl. On
one side pictures the Trylon & Perisphere in blue and has "New York" in blue, "World's Fair" in
orange and "1939" in blue. The other side is blank. There is a loop at the end for putting the knife on
a chain. Size: 3/4 " wide to blade edge by 2 7/8" long. Condition: Very Fine. The printing is
excellent, but the plastic side are warped.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 242 - Brass bookmark in shape of Trylon and Perisphere with blue tassel. The Perisphere and
stripe down the Trylon are orange. "1939" in blue at top and "New York" "World's Fair" are
surrounded by blue. Size: without tassel 4 1/2 inches long by 1 1/4 inch wide at widest part.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a few light scratches in the brass.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 243 - Silver plated spoon. At the top of the handle is "1939" with an aerial image of the
"Theme Building" with other small buildings around it. Down the handle is "New York World's
Fair". On the backside of the handle is an image of the "Maritime Building". Made by "Exposition
Silverplate". Size: 6 1/16" long by 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 244 - Large Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere with
"New York World's Fair" around the edge and "1939" to the left of the Trylon and a small "©
NYWF". Reverse: Raised image in the center of the "Seal of the City of New York, N.Y." (written
around the edge). Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Very Fine, some darkening and
wear to the finish. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 245 - Brass medal with the obverse showing the Trylon and Perisphere in center and rays of
light coming from behind it with "In 1939 New York World's Fair" at the top. On the reverse side is
printed around the top edge "Souvenir of the 150th Anniversary" with "George Washington's
Inauguration" at the bottom. In the center is a picture of the inauguration. There is a hole for wearing
on a chain. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good. The finish is worn on the T&P side.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 246 - Stationery, blank letter and envelope, from the "Hotel McAlpin" located "Broadway at
34th Street, New York City" (that's Herald Square where the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade
performs its acts, in front of Macy's and the McAlpin). The bottom of the page states "Plan to Visit
New York World's Fair". The hotel is pictured on the letter head. The building is now an apartment
building. Size: 6" wide by 9 1/2" high. Envelope is 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very
Fine. There are creases in the letter and a small piece of paper missing from the top.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 247 - Matchbook Cover from "Japanese Tea Garden", "Japanese Pavilion", "New York
World's Fair 1940". On the back of the cover is a Geisha serving "Formosa Oolong Tea". Size: 1
1/2" wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Fine. There are no matches this was used, so there is wear on
it. Also, some of the colors were printed off center.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 248 - Hard Cover Book, "Prize Poems of the New York World's Fair 1939". Published by
"The Academy of American Poets, Inc." and "Special Library Edition No. 140" (the 140 is hand
written). There are 44 pages of poems. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 6 3/8" high. Condition: Very Good, the
covers are taped onto the spine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 249 - "Think" Magazine, published by the International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM), Vol. IV No. 12, with "New York World's Fair Number" printed on the cover. This 72 page
magazine contains many pages of black and white photos of the fair buildings with an introduction
from President Roosevelt and Grover Whalen (President of the fair). There are pictures and
descriptions of "Royal and Diplomatic Participants in World's Fair Ceremonies" and many articles
including "Here comes Television!", "The World of Tomorrow" and too many to list here. So much
information that will provide hours of entertainment to any fair enthusiast. Size: 9" wide by 12"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light wear to covers and spine with a corner bend on all
pages bottom right. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 250 - Booklet, "The Waldorf-Astoria, World's Fair Party, March 13, 1939" picturing an aerial
view of New York with the Waldorf as the only building standing in Manhattan and the Trylon and
Perisphere the only structure in Queens. Around the T&P is "New York World's Fair". Inside are 8
pages, the first 4 are about the fair including a discussion of the derivation of the words: "Trylon",
"Perisphere" and "Democracity" and "Helicline". The last 4 pages are the evenings program and the
"New Five Year Honor Roll" of Waldorf employees include the "Cigar" counter woman, "Kitchen",
"Housekeeping" and more from 28 different employee categories. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high.
Condition: Fine. The cover has light spots, light soiling and some paper loss to the top of the cover.
The booklet has several slight creases. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 251 - Booklet from "The French National Railways" telling about "the 'Micheline' pneumatictired Railcar". The cover pictures the Trylon and Perisphere. The booklet is 8 pages and has several
pictures of railroad cars as well as the first "automobile equipped with pneumatic tires' in 1895.
Size: 5 1/4" wide by 8 1/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, but there is a 1/2" tear in the back cover
and a light vertical crease.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 252 - Booklet, "Canada" with a picture of the Rockies with a lake in front on the cover. On the
back cover is a picture of the Canadian Pavilion at the fair. The inside cover states "Published by the
Department of Trade and Commerce for the World's Fair New York 1940". Most of the booklet
contains information about Canada. Inside the back cover is a map of the international pavilions
area. Size: 5" wide by 6 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight edge wear on right side of
cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 253 - "New York World's Fair Bulletin". 18 page large booklet with fold out aerial picture of
proposed fairgrounds. Published in 1938 this booklet pictures many pavilions, sculptures and
construction photos. This is a rare and desirable pre-fair booklet. Size: 10 1/2" wide by 13 3/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine, creases in the bottom corners of all the pages.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 254 - "Ford Times" magazine "April 1939", Picturing the Ford Pavilion with the fairgrounds,
the Trylon and Perisphere and an American Airlines plane in color behind with "The New York
World's Fair 1939" in the lower right corner. Inside are several articles: "The World of Tomorrow",
"Ford at the Fair", "From Earth to Motor Car", "The Road of tomorrow", "Fair Wardrobe", "A
bird's-eye view", "Preview of Progress" and many more. Includes loads of black and white pictures
in the 24 pages. Size: 8 3/4" wide by 11 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, wear on the edges of the cover
and some wrinkling at the top of all the pages. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 255 - "The Japanese Pavilion", "The Flame of Friendship", "New York World's Fair 1939"
booklet pictures the Trylon and Perisphere behind a Japanese entrance on the cover. Inside are 6
pages of information about the flame of friendship that was given to Grover Whalen . Size: 4" wide
by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, light wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 256 - Pamphlet for "Homewood... The All Gas Home" "Designed and furnished by Good
Housekeeping", "New York World's Fair...1939". Opens to 4 panels with pictures of houses,
appliances and 3 separate floor plans. Size: Closed: 7 1/16" wide by 4 9/16" high. Open: 14" wide
by 9 1/8" high. Condition: Fine, there are brown spots on the front and back covers. The inside is
clean. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 257 - Folder, Printed in black and white, "The Beech-Nut Building at the New York World's
Fair" picturing their pavilion with the Trylon and Perisphere in the background. Inside is a list of
their products and on the back are pictures that are "Thumbnail views of some of the outstanding
features of the Beech-nut Building." Size: 7 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a
little light browning at the bottom of the back page. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 258 - Folder for "The Town of Tomorrow". This folder is for their design "No. 4", "The
Pittsburgh Home of Glass". The cover pictures a drawing of the house (which looks more like it is
from the 1950's or 60's than the 30's) and the Trylon and Perisphere along with "New York World's
Fair 1939". Inside shows the elevation plan along with the products of several companies including
a page of Pittsburgh glass products that will provide all the comforts of the modern American
lifestyle. Size: 7 1/8" wide by 10 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few slight corner bends.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 259 - Pocket-size, 5 panel fold-out advertisement for the Greyhound bus tours of the Fair;
includes descriptions of 5 tours with prices. On the back is a map of the Fair and bus stops. This is
printed in Blue with some orange. Size: Closed: 2 1/2" wide by 4 1/2" high. Open: 12 3/16" wide by
9" high. Condition: Excellent, a little age toning of the paper.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 260 - Folder "American Handicrafts Shop" picturing the Trylon and Perisphere on the cover
with "Craft Demonstration and exhibit of American Handicraft Company New York", held in the
"Hall of Inventions New York World's Fair 1940". Inside tells of the "Tools & Supplies" that are
available in the exhibit. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 6 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, scratches on the cover.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 261 - Folder, "Dupont presents The Wonder World of Chemistry". Inside are a description of
the 4 acts that are presented in the exhibit. Size: 5 5/16" wide by 8 11/16" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, light corner creases.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 262 - Unused Multicolor Post Card with a Metallic sheen picturing the "Theme Center"
(marked on back) with the Trylon in 2 shades of Purple and the Perisphere in blue with the pool in
front. The card has an official license number and is numbered "M110". The card is "(c) Metalite
Pat. Product - Gemloid Corp., N. Y." Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 263 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "115:- U. S. Steel Building." picturing their
domed building at the fair. Around the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere
with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the
card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Very Fine, slight corner damage. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 264 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "141:- Chrysler Motors Building." picturing
their orange building with the 2 towers and an American Flag flying from the top of one tower.
Around the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair
1939" at the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art
Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 265 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "136:- Amusement Area." picturing an aerial
view with the Aquacade at the upper right and the lake at the top. Around the edge is a blue border
featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The back is
marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, there are some gray areas on the back of the card.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 266 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "127:- Federal Building and Surrounding
Area." picturing The Federal Building in the back with the fountains running in the front. Around
the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at
the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine. There are several tiny black
spots in the blue area and a little edge wear. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 267 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "135:- Jewish Palestine Exhibit." picturing
the pinkish building with people standing in front. Around the edge is a blue border featuring the
Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The back is marked
"Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight damage lower left corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 268 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "102:- Section of the Colonial Court of
States." picturing several buildings around a reflecting pool with several flags on flag poles. Around
the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at
the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight damage to
corners. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 269 - Used Postcard with a color image of "How New York World's Fair will Look. From the
Painting by John Wenrich" showing an aerial view of the fairgrounds. At the bottom is "New York
World's Fair 1939" on the left and "8A-H944" on the right. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed" and "New York World's Fair", "C.T. Art-Colortone." and "Made by Curt Teich & Co."
There is a message written in ink telling of the fine time the writer had at "an anti-fascist rally".
Postmarked "1938" New York with a regular 1 cent stamp. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 270 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of the "The Famous Singing Color Fountain Firestone
Factory and Exhibition Building New York World's Fair" picturing 6 red and yellow fountains
shooting up with people looking on in the foreground and the Trylon and Perisphere in the back on
the right. The back describes the fountain as "The high-light of your visit to the New York World's
Fair". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 271 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of the Horn & Hardart Automat picturing their cafeteria in
"Times Square - New York", "A Section of Automat Machines" and "The Automat = as famous as
the New York Skyline itself". On the back it tells of the 156 "Horn and Hardart Automat Cafeterias" in New York and Philadelphia. It also states "Visit The New York World's Fair - 1939".
Published by "Lumitone Photoprint, New York Made in U S A". Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, rounding on all the corners. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 272 - Unused multicolor postcard of "W.F. 11 - Bridge of Wings Looking Toward Aviation
Building, New York World's Fair 1939" picturing people walking over the bridge with flags flying
and buildings in the background. On the back it is marked "Officially Licensed" and was made by
"Manhattan Post Card Publishing Co., Inc., N. Y. C." Size: 5 5/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Good, there is residue of some paper and glue in upper left corner and paper loss and residue in the
upper right corner. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 273 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "5F-162 Japanese Bldg. N.Y.W.F." showing the pavilion. The photo was taken by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 3 1/2"
wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 274 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "5F-138 U.S.S.R. Exhibit
Bldg. - N.Y.W.F." showing their pavilion with the statue of Worker Joe at the top and the pool in
the front. The photo was taken by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 7/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 275 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "5F-154 One of the many
examples of Sculpture - N.Y.W.F." showing the statue with the Trylon in the background. The photo
was taken by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 276 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "5F-125 Statuary Constitutional Mall - N.Y.W.F." showing the Trylon and Perisphere with the 4 freedoms statues and
George Washington in the center. The photo was taken by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5
7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good. There is a bend and light crack in the lower right
corner and the image is a little faded and turning a little brown. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (277 to 280)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.
Picture

Description

Lot # 277 - Oversized Spiral Bound Book with color and black and white photos along with
information about the fair. There is a statement from President Roosevelt and the Governor of
California. There is a map of the fairgrounds with a legend. Size: 11" wide by 14" high. Condition:
Very Fine, corner creases and a little wear to the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Minimum
Bid

$7

Lot # 278 - Admission Ticket Booklet, "39er Junior Script Book" originally containing "Twelve
Junior Souvenir Tickets". There are still 5 unused tickets in the booklet and 6 ticket stubs (one stub
was removed). The booklet and all the tickets are "No 42742". Each ticket and stub has a preceding
letter from "A" to 'M'. The back cover is the last ticket. The stub pictures the Tower of the Sun with
the 2 bridges, around the edges is written "A Souvenir of", "Golden Gate International", "Exposition
1939", "A Pageant of the Pacific". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 2 7/16" high. Condition: Fine. Some wear
and creases to the cover along with pencil writing of the booklet number. The tickets have a little
corner damage. There is some light browning overall. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 279 - Elongated cent with "1939" across the top, "San Francisco Cal" under the aerial view of
the fairgrounds, and "Golden Gate International Exposition" across the bottom. The back is blank.
Size: 1 1/2" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, there is wear to the image and the writing.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 280 - Celluloid Pin Back with blue and yellow ribbon hanging below. In the center is Tower
of the Sun with the sun and the bridge behind it. In small letters is "San Francisco World's Fair
1939" below. Around the edge is "Hi - Neighbor", "Michigan". Colors are gold, blue and white.
Size: 2 1/16" wide by 4 3/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, some light spot on the Face and the
ribbon is a little soiled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (281 to 285)
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature.
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 281 - Fork with figural image of the Thailand. Pavilion marked "Thailand 1958" at the end of
the handle. This plated fork has a nice detailed image of the Thailand pavilion at the fair. The back
is marked "Pain - Expo - Brood". Size: 5 1/2" long by 7/8" wide at top. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 282 - "Official Guide to the Brussels World Exhibition 1958". This soft cover guidebook,
written in English contains 336 pages of information about the fair. Every other page appears to be
an advertisement which increases its worthiness as a period piece from the 50's. Excellent
documentation from the first European World's Fair after WWII. Size: 7 3/4" wide by 5 5/16" high.
Condition: Very Good, the spine is badly worn and wear on the cover. The inside is Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 283 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Fair Logo is in the center with "Exposition
Universelle", "Wereldtentoonstelling", "Bruxelles" and "Brussel" written around the edge. Reverse:
In the center is the peeing boy statue, known as "Manneken - Pis" (written below) and "Bruxelles"
above. Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine+, a little wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 284 - Booklet, "Belgique Joyeuse" "Vrolijk Belgie" (joyful Belgium), written in both French
and German. On the cover it states it is the Official Program of the Folk Center of the Universal
Exposition of Brussels 1958. There is a map of the fairgrounds in the centerfold. The rest of the 30
page booklet has program of events, pictures of people and the 1900 village, advertisements and lots
more. Size: 5 5/16" by 8 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, a couple of corner creases, light stain on cover
and a bit of wear. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 285 - Map of "Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles 1958" picturing 3 maps:
The fairgrounds, the city of Brussels and the surrounding area with highways and other roadways
leading into the city and fairgrounds. There is also "Practical Information for the use of visitors at
the ...." in 6 different languages including English. Size: Open: 29 1/2" by 20 1/4". Closed: 5 1/8"
wide by 7 3/8" high. Condition: Very Good. There are several small separations in the paper along
the folds and lots of writing in ink around the map of the fair. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (286 to 291)
Also known as Century 21
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 286 - Plastic Parasol. When open the top has 8 colored panels, red, blue, white and yellow
with pictures on the white and yellow panels. The pictures are Century 21 Fair Logo with Coliseum,
Space Needle, Science Building and Monorail. There are 3 plastic pieces at the top that resemble the
top of the Space Needle. Size: The top is 24 inches in diameter and the overall height is 23".
Condition: Good. The spokes that hold up the plastic top are supposed to attach at the ends. 5 of the
attachments are broken. (I have 4 of the ends and they could be glued back on I guess.) The parasol
will stay open and on display as shown in the photos. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 287 - Plastic Kaleidoscope in the shape of a rocket ship marked "Space Orb", "Eye in the Sky"
with a sticker "Seattle World's Fair 1962" attached below the writing. You peek into the rocket hole
at the bottom and turn the top to make the pieces move around so that they display different
arrangements of patterns and color. Size: 3 3/4" wide (wing span) by 8" long. Condition: Very Fine,
a few light dings and scratches on the plastic.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 288 - Black Glass Tray with a picture of "The Monorail". On the right is the Space Needle
with the "Century 21 Exposition" logo. Across the top is "Seattle World's Fair" with " Seattle,
Washington, U.S.A." in small print underneath. The colors are blue, gold and white on a black
background. Size: 3 3/4" square. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 289 - Celluloid Pin Back button picturing the space needle, monorail and science building
with "Seattle World's Fair" written in the center. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine,
however the inside or backside has rust on it.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 290 - Elongated Cent with the Space Needle in the center and the Monorail running on the
bottom. On the left is (top to bottom) "World's Fair", the Century 21 logo, ® "Seattle". On the right
side is "The Space age". The back is blank. Size: 1 1/2" high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Extremely
Fine, a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 291 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Century 21 logo in the center with "Seattle World's Fair" around
edge above and "Official Medal" around edge below. Reverse: "Monorail" is pictured in the center
with "World's First Mass Transit High Speed Monorail" written around the edge. Size: 1 5/16"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some wear and minor scratches. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: 1964 New York World's Fair (292 to 370)
Reference Books
JG - "NY World's Fair Collectibles by Joyce Grant
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 292 - Night Light picturing a bear in pink pajamas, a pink sleeping cap and pink slippers while
carrying a pink flag with "General", a Telephone and "System" written on it. On the left is the
Unisphere in pink and black. "1964-1965" and "New York World's Fair" are written in the lower left
corner. When lit the background is turquoise. Copyright in lower right corner. Marked on the back
"Nite-Lite" "Panelescent" "Sylvania" (a GTE company). Size: 2 3/4" wide by 2" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 293 - Canvas "Official Souvenir Map New York World's Fair 1964 - 1965", printed in
multicolor on both sides of this large canvas. The map side shows the buildings in 3 dimensional
view with the name of each building next to it. The reverse shows the streets of 4 boroughs
"Approaches to the Fair" with the "World's Fair Area in Detail". Very unusual item that I have not
seen before. Size: 25 7/8" wide by 33" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light wrinkling.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 294 - Plastic TV viewer with "See the New York World's Fair on Television" impressed in
orange on the front. The TV is blue and orange molded plastic with a white screen and two dials.
Look through the lens at back and you can see 8 different transparencies of fair images using the
bottom as a button to change the pictures. (Grant pg 23) Size: 1 3/8" wide by 13/16" deep by 2 1/4"
tall. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 295 - Ticket to the "Official Dedication Ceremonies", "New York World's Fair" on "April 22,
1964", "Admit one to Singer Bowl" to the "Reserve Section". Size: 5 7/8" wide by 2 1/4" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 296 - Cardboard Standup in the original Envelope of the four winds tower at "It's a Small
World, A Salute to Unicef, New York World's Fair 1964-1965" with faces of needy children
pictured on the top half of the tower. Size: Tower when open is 5 1/2" wide by 9" tall. Condition:
Excellent. There is wear on the envelopes edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 297 - "8 mm Color Movie", "A Panoramic Film Tour", "New York World's Fair", by "Castle
Films, No. 9101". This is the "Complete edition" that runs about 12 minutes. The film is complete,
but I have not watched it. Size: Box is 5 1/4" square. Condition: Box is Very Good, there are 2
separated apron corners, a tear in one apron and creasing to the left side of the top.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 298 - Print on Foil "The Unisphere and Skyline" drawn by "Richard Osborne". The comes in
the original envelope and is matted. The picture is in many colors with buildings surrounding the
Unisphere and the NYC Skyline in the background. The envelope is marked "Greetings From the",
"New York World's Fair 1964 - 1965" with the drawing of 6 features of the fair. The envelope has
never been sealed or mailed. Size: Envelope: 10 1/2" wide by 8 3/8" high. Mat: 10" wide by 8" high.
Foil Image: 7 5/8" wide by 5 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine. The foil has a vertical crease to the
left of center which was done when mounting the foil (the mat is not creased) and the envelope has a
little soiling. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 299 - "Magic Coin Purse", "Opens from either side" (as stated on the included piece of paper).
This triangular shaped plastic coin purse has the same image on both sides. It pictures Wendy and
Peter holding a blue and orange balloons that have the Unisphere pictured on them with "World's
Fair", "New York 1964-1965 Official Souvenir" written to the left. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 300 - Small Change Purse with a flower design and the Unisphere in the center with "New
York World's Fair" above and copyright below. When snapped open there are 2 compartments
inside. There is a small loop on the side so the purse could be hung from a chain. The word "Japan"
is pressed into the compartment divider. (Grant pg 72) Size: 2 3/8" wide by 2 1/4" high by 9/16"
thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little darkening of the fabric.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 301 - Sticker "Prize Winner" from the "AMF Monorail" with a picture of the monorail and a
boys head. Printed in black and red on white. Bend the top back and peel off the backing, then stick
this to your shirt or jacket. I do not remember what I did to win this at the fair, but I have kept it
over 50 years. Size: 4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 302 - Deck of 54 playing cards picturing the Unisphere on the back with "New York World's
Fair 1964 - 1965" written below. The backs are printed in blue, orange and black on a white
background. The Unisphere is pictured on the Ace of Spades, but the rest of the cards are regular
playing cards. There is no box. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 303 - Pendant Charm picturing the Unisphere in gold on a white background with butterfly
wings behind the Unisphere. On the back is gold writing on a white background ""New York
World's Fair" "1964-1965". Around the edge is a silver colored metal. Size: 3/4" diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 304 - "Unisphere" model made of plastic with a silver finish and a black base. The base also
has "New York World's Fair" written on it. The bottom is marked with the copyright information
and "Topping Inc.", "Elyria, Ohio". Size: 3 1/4" tall by 3" diameter at the base. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 305 - 5 Page Official Document "List of Exhibitors and Concessionaires" sent out on
"November 1, 1962" on official "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation" letter head with
orange and blue Unisphere pictured in the upper left corner. At the bottom is "538 days to opening
day". Inside are the list of exhibitors, segregated by area, and the last page is the square footage of
the international exhibits. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear
and creased corners. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 306 - 3 Page printed report "Food at the Fair". The front page gives an estimate of what to
expect to spend per day and that you need "12 eight hour days" to see the whole fair. The last 2
pages list all the restaurants on the fairgrounds along with their price range in 3 groups: "Low
Priced", "Medium Price" and "High Price". Uncommon. Size: 8 1/2 wide by 11" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with 2 horizontal folds and some very light soiling. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 307 - Booklet "Knitted & Crocheted designs as Featured at the Better Living Center at the
New York World's Fair". This 36 page multicolor booklet has pictures of beautiful models wearing
1960's fashionable clothing. The last few pages are "Special Instructions" and "Blocking and
Finishing" instructions as well as information about Darn yarns (advertising). Size: 8" wide by 11"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 308 - Celluloid Pin Back picturing Dashing Dan in front of the Unisphere. "I Traveled Easy",
"To the Fair on the Long Island Rail Road". Colors are orange, turquoise and black on cream
colored background. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 309 - Dragon shaped gold colored pin on the original red card. At the top of the card reads
"May this 'Dragon' bring you good luck. At the bottom is "New York World's Fair 1964 - 1965".
Size: Pin is 1 7/8" wide by 1" high. Card is 1 15/16" wide by 1 1/4" high. Condition: Pin is
Excellent. Card has a few creases and is Very Fine. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 310 - Sterling Silver Pendant on the original card with a raised Unisphere in the center and
"1964", "1965", "New York World's Fair" written below. The original card is also marked "Official
Souvenir" with "CWC" in a circle next to "Sterling Silver". The back is marked the same. There is
also a © to the left of the Unisphere and ® to the right. Size: Pendant is 3/4" diameter. Card is 1 1/8"
wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Pendant is Excellent. Card is Very Fine with 2 damaged corners and
a light crease. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 311 - Plastic Badge for the "Official Party" picturing the "Unisphere" with "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation". Size: 2 3/4" wide by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 312 - We Try Harder tin lithographed tab button written in Spanish, given out at the fair by
"Avis" (written on the back). Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2" high. Condition: Fine, some wear on the
surface.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 313 - We Try Harder tin lithographed tab button written in Welsh, given out at the fair by
"Avis" (written on the back). Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2" high. Condition: Fine, some wear on the
surface.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 314 - Apron, white with an orange border, "1964", "New York World's Fair", "1965" in a
banner across the middle with the Unisphere is the center. Around the apron are pictured:
"Heliport", "Better Living Center", "Luna Fountain", "Sierra Leone" and "Westinghouse". The
printing is blue, orange, yellow, black and brown. Size: 26" wide (at bottom) by 18" high. Ties go to
51" long. Condition: Unused and Excellent. A couple of tiny spots. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 315 - Towel with blue, orange, yellow and light blue printing picturing the Unisphere with
buildings in the background and a fountain in front. "New York World's Fair" and "1964-1965" are
printed at the bottom. Size: 18" wide by 29" long including the fringe. Condition: Unused and
Excellent, every so slight browning on fringe lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 316 - Black glass tray in the original box. The tray is printed in blue, pink, white and gold
showing the Unisphere in the center with the "New York City Skyline" pictured along the top. "New
York World's Fair 1964-1965" is also written at the bottom. The copyright is in the bottom right
corner. Made by "Houze Art" Size: 4" wide by 5 7/8" high. Condition: Mint in original box.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 317 - "21 View-Master Stereo Pictures", "Night Scenes and Amusement Area", "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965". There are 3 reels, each with 7 pictures that show a total of 21 stereo color
views of various night scenes and the amusement area in the day. Each reel lists the 7 pictures on it.
This is View-Master number A672. There is no envelope. Size: Each reel is 3 1/2" in diameter.
Condition: The reels and pictures are Excellent. There is no envelope.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 318 - Ticket - Daily Pass # "A 713811" for (stamped in the center) "Jan 24 1965", while the
fair was closed for the Winter. The ticket has the Unisphere in the upper left corner and is blue and
orange on a white background. The back pictures orange Unispheres. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 3/8".
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 319 - Discount Ticket Booklet from "Royal Tours Inc." for "1964-65 New York World's Fair
Attractions" with the Unisphere pictured on the cover. Inside are coupons for discounts to fair
attractions, fair souvenirs, "The Millstone Restaurant" (in N.E. States) and some New York City
attractions. Size: 7" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 320 - Invitation to "a Chinese opera performance at the Pavilion of the World's Fair" to
celebrate "China Day at the New York World's Fair 1964-65" This is printed in raised writing on a
stiff white card. Size: 5 13/16" wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 321 - Horse Shoe Shaped Charm from "White" sewing machine picturing a sewing machine
with "New York World's Fair 1964-65" written above. The reverse side has "Good" "Luck" with
Buddha in the center. The background is black. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 1/4" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine, slight wear. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 322 - Silver Colored Medal picturing the "American-Israel Pavilion" on the obverse. The
reverse has "New York World's Fair" in the center with a leaf stalk on each side and "1964 - 65" at
the bottom. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, some surface wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 323 - Brass Medal for Oklahoma Exhibit. Obverse: In the center is a raised Unisphere. Around
the outside it says "Man's Achievement in an Expanding Universe", "New York World's Fair 19641965." Reverse: Around the edge is "Oklahoma at the World's Fair", "1964-1965". In the center are
scenes representing the State of Oklahoma. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few
small light spots. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 324 - Official Fair Medal. Obverse: Pictures the Unisphere, with North and South America, in
the center. Around the edge is "Man's Achievements in an Expanding Universe", "New York
World's Fair". Under the Unisphere is "1964-1965". Reverse: Pictures the seal of New York in the
center. The seal pictures an eagle, Indian and Pioneer along with a crest. Below the seal is written
"SIGILLUM-CIVITATIS-NOVI-EBORACI". Around the edge is written "The 300th Anniversary
of the Founding of the city of New York 1664-1964". Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine, light spot at 11 o'clock next to Unisphere. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 325 - Swizzle Stick from "Caribbean Pavilion New York World's Fair 1964-1965" on one side
of stick with "Blue Beard's Castle, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands" on the other. There is a
sunflower at the top. Size: 6" long by 1 1/8" wide at top. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 326 - IBM headline request card. You fill in the date, they fed the card into the computer that
then scans the date and prints out the headline from the New York Times from that date on a new
card. This card is filled in with 1/6/1963. The back of the card is blank. Size: 7 3/8" long by 3 1/4"
(punch card size). Condition: Near Mint and of course a date was written in (my handwriting).
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 327 - 7-UP pavilion menu from the "International Sandwich Gardens" from 1965. Each
sandwich was $1.50 and the menu pictures all the sandwiches and a drawing of the pavilion. It also
lists the "Friday Selection" Size: 6 1/2" wide by 17 3/4" long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 328 - Menu from the "Café International", "Your Menu from Around the World" located in
the "Better Living Center". This is black printing on white paper with 6 different offerings:
"Chinese", "North American", "American Lunch", "Italian" and more. Also, "Special Children's
Prices from $ 1.05". Size: 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, several crease and 3
vertical folds. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 329 - "Masonic Brotherhood Center" attendance card, with a space to fill in your name, the
card shows you went to the Masonic Center. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent,
however the back of the card has printing on it that is only part of what was originally printed. It
appears to me that they reused some old stock to print this attendance card.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 330 - Advertising Calendar, "Who's Who on your Birthday...", "Your souvenir of the
Recordak microfilm information retrieval exhibit at the 1965 World's Fair" with a drawing of the
Kodak Pavilion. The top opens and shows a list of people born on "April 7" including Billy Holiday.
(I am not sure if at this exhibit you told them your birthday and they printed this card for you from
their files, or if this is the sample they give everyone.) The back has the 1965 calendar and the
Kodak logo. Size: Closed: 3 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" high. Opens to 4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 331 - Soft Cover Book, "Science at the Fair". This 62 page book starts with a preface by
Robert Moses and then has chapters on "The United States Space Park", "Hall of Science", and
"Other Exhibits" that include "General Electric", "Bell System", "Dupont", "IBM" and "Sinclair".
There are black and white pictures throughout. Size: 9" wide by 12" high. Condition: Very Fine.
There is damage to the top of the cover and the top edge of all the pages are darkened.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 332 - Booklet, "Unisphere ... greatest world on earth". This 12 page booklet describes the size,
purpose and meaning of the Unisphere as well as shows the 12 stages of installation along with
pictures of varying stages of the construction. Published by "United States Steel". Pictures are both
in black and white and color. Uncommon. Size: 4 11/16" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine, a little paper loss bottom left corner of cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 333 - "Official Preview New York World's Fair 1964/1965", "Huntley - Brinkley report on the
fair", "By the Editors of Time Life Books". The cover art is by Whitney Darrow Jr., the same artist
who did the poster with the kids holding the balloons with the fair logo. The first half of the booklet
pictures the pavilions under construction and a story about the building of the fair. The second half
tells what you can expect to experience in the different pavilions and contains many more drawings
by Darrow. 24 pages. There are 2 smaller cardboard pages that are mailers to buy a gift package
including tickets and a guide book. Size: 8 1/4" wide by 10 13/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, there
is a vertical crease on the left side of the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 334 - Booklet, "Oldsmobile Rocket Circle", "New York World's Fair Vacation Issue" with the
cover picture of the fountains at night at the fair. The cover is also marked "Volume 9 - Number 3 1964". This 24 page booklet features 6 pages about the fair, emphasizing the GM exhibit plus a page
of the roof of Kodak. The rest of the booklet is about other sites in New York and New England, all
visited by driving your beautiful new 1964 Oldsmobile. Size: 8 1/16" wide by 9" high. Condition:
Excellent. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 335 - Booklet, "American Airlines Guide to the World's Fair & New York". This booklet is 66
black and white pages of information about the Fair and the host city. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 5 7/8"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine. The pages have browned a bit from age and a few lines from the
spine.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 336 - Booklet, "Joseph Smith's Testimony". This 32 page booklet contains the life story of
Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon Church with 2 pages of pictures and information about their
pavilion. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, with a crease in the upper
right corner that diminishes through the first 16 pages.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 337 - Booklet, "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Summary of the plans for an exciting,
educational, scientific, friendly and entertaining World's Fair, an exposition of man's achievements
and of his hopes for the future." Inside are 16 pages describing the different areas of the fair along
with a map of the fairgrounds showing the location of the different areas. There is also a drawing of
the New York City map identifying the fairgrounds and showing that "All roads lead to the fair".
Four pages are dedicated to the city. Size: 3 15/16" wide by 9" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 338 - Booklet, "Austria" featuring several sections including "The Austrian Pavilion", "Land",
"People" etc. each section has a picture. Each section is listed in the front and each page is a little
longer than the one above, so you can open to the section you want to read about. Size: 3 7/8" wide
by 7 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a light spot at the top of the cover.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 339 - Booklet, "Visitor's Guide to New York City and Long Island", "For visitors to the New
York World's Fair", "Sponsored by The Long Island Rail Road". This 64 page booklet originally
cost 50 cents and is full of advertisements for the fair along with sections "Planning your trip to the
Fair", "Visit the Long Island Exhibit at the Fair", A map of the fair with a check list of exhibits and
"Travel Easy to the Fair". The back cover pictures the Unisphere with orange on the left and blue on
the right. Size: 5 3/16" wide by 7 5/16" high. Condition: Excellent, very light wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 340 - Booklet "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Hotel and Motel Guide", "1965 Rate
Schedule". Inside are 6 double wide pages of hotels listed alphabetically along with their features
and prices. There is a map of the New York Metropolitan area on the inside cover. Size: 3 5/8" wide
by 8 1/2" high. Opens to 7 1/4" wide pages. Condition: Very Fine, there is a 1" split at the top of the
cover's fold.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 341 - Pages from "Equinews" issue dated "July 1963" that feature information about the
Equitable Life Insurance pavilion at the Fair. This is only the cover and the first 5 pages of this
issue. These pages discuss their pavilion and has a few pictures, one that shows the Traveler's
pavilion under construction in the background. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: It is just
the first few pages of a publication, and although the pages are Fine, the overall condition is no
better than Fair. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 342 - General Cigar 'Hall of Magic'" folder that is also a mailer. The cover pictures the
pavilion with the smoke rings blowing up on the right and 3 people on the left (the man is also
blowing a smoke ring with his cigar). Open the folder and inside is an explanation of how to do
several tricks. The cover is also marked "New York World's Fair 1964-65". Size: Closed: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 5/16". Open: 5 1/2" wide by 16 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 343 - Folder for "Chillon Wines" from the "Swiss Pavillon (sic) New York World's Fair 196465". This folder opens to 5 panels with drawings of Swiss villages, workers and more, even a guy
blowing an alphorn, the long straight horn they show in the Ricola commercials. Size: Closed: 3
1/2" wide by 5 5/16" high. Opens to Opens to 14 3/4" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 344 - GM Futurama folder, "If you've only seen it once, you haven't seen it all" with a picture
of the pavilion on the cover. Inside are color pictures of the ride's dioramas. The back cover is a
mailer. Size: 9" wide by 4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 345 - Folder, "How to see the Fair" picturing a man looking at his watch with the Unisphere in
the background. When Open one side shows a full color 3 dimensional map of the fairgrounds. The
other side has "Make your plans to fit your time" with suggestions of what to see if you have "1
day", "2 days" and "3 or more days" to see the fair. Size: Closed: 3 3/8" wide by 7 1/16" high.
Opens to 20" wide by 14 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, a few small tears on the intersection of
the folds.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 346 - Folder "Lake Amusement Area", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" picturing some of
the pavilions on the covers with their names. Opens to 4 panels that has a drawing for each pavilion
and a write up of what wonders are in store for you when you visit them. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 9"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine a crease in the bottom right corner.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 347 - Bell System folder "Fun at the Fair...", "Where to find it". It includes facts about the fair,
a large foldout picture of the Bell Telephone Pavilion, a subway map, "exhibits of special interest",
"transportation around the fair", where to find public phones and more. Note: the inside picture is of
another copy of this brochure. This one has never been opened. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 8 1/4"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 348 - Folder, "New York at the New York World's Fair", "The City", "Its Culture" and "Its
Highways". The folder opens to show pictures of bridges, the fairgrounds and even the moon. This
folder was mailed to a Vice President of Equitable. Size: Closed: 9" wide by 4" high. Opens to: 9"
wide by 11 13/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little damage where a staple was put through for
mailing (the staple is gone). Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 349 - Folder for "Dupont Presents Wonderful World Of Chemistry". This folder open to 3
panels and gives a brief overview of the 2 shows that you see along with all the cast members and
the production staff. There is also a brief history of the company. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9" high.
Open: 11 15/16" wide by 9" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, small crease in the cover.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 350 - Folder "Food at the Fair" issued by the Fair Corporation in 1965. Inside tells of "Exotic
dishes or familiar favorites ... there is a world of wonderful food to enjoy at the New York World's
Fair". There are also pictures of several different foods including the famous "Belgian Waffle". Size:
Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Opens to 10 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of
small light corner creases.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 351 - Folder for the contest "WIN: The World's Fair House and lot or 2,500 prizes in the $
100,000 Formica Sweepstakes" "Plus Guide: to products featured in the Formica World's Fair
House". There is also a "Free Map of the New York World's Fair". Opens to 5 panels. Size: 3 5/8"
wide by 8 1/2" high. Opens to 18" wide. Condition: Very Fine, there is a light brown stain on the left
at the top of the cover page.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 352 - Folder "The Travelers at the New York World's Fair" picturing their pavilion on the
cover. Inside shows all the pictures of their exhibit, 'The Triumph of Man', dioramas with the text
that you hear written below. There are also architectural renderings of other pavilions at the fair.
Size: Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 8 7/16" high. Open: 21 1/2" wide by 8 7/16" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 353 - Folder for "The Equitable at the New York World's Fair". Cover pictures the Equitable
pavilion, open the folder and there is a full color drawing of an aerial view of the fair grounds. (This
one has never been opened, the inside is a picture of another one and there is glare on this picture.)
Size: unopened: 9" high by 4 3/16" wide, Opened: 16 7/8" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 354 - Folder, "Map and Guide to New York State and the World's Fair" picturing the
Unisphere in front of an outline of New York State. Opens to 10 panels, one side is a full page road
map of the state with an inset of the New York City area. The other side has 9 vacation destinations,
one of which is the "New York World's Fair". Size: Closed: 4" wide by 8 3/8" high. Open: 16 3/4"
by 19 7/8". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 355 - Shopping Bag from "The Vatican Pavilion Shop" picturing the pavilion in gold. Writing
in blue. Size: 7 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some minor creasing.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 356 - Folder, "Your Highway Guide to the New York World's Fair" from "General Motors
Futurama". This folder opens to show 2 maps of New York City. One map is Manhattan and the
other shows the highways in the city and surrounding area that lead to the fairgrounds. Size: Closed:
8" wide by 5" high. Open: 16" by 10". Condition: Extremely Fine, very slight wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 357 - Flyer, "Wycliff Bible Translations, Inc.", "2000 Tribes Pavilion", "New York World's
Fair". On the back is a form to request more information about "Speakers", "Films", "Annuities-Life
Incomes" (donations) and more. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 9 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, small
light spot on left side.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 358 - Unused Postcard Folder with "6 Official Views" a "Color Story Letter of World's Fair
New York 1964-1965" with the Unisphere pictured on the cover. On the back cover is "The Solar
Fountain". Inside are 5 color pictures on one side of the accordion type fold out and on the other side
is a preprinted letter about how great the fair is with a space at the bottom for someone to write a
"Personal Message". Original cost was 20 cents. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Opens to 20 1/2"
long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 359 - Autographed Unused Postcard from "The Cities Services World's Fair Band of
America". The front is signed "Best Wishes, Paul Lavalle", who was the Band's Conductor. The
card pictures an audience of people sitting in front of the bandwagon with the Unisphere and
Johnson's Wax in the background. "Paul Lavalle" is pictured on the back along with another
autograph I can't read. Size: 9 1/4" wide by 4" high. Condition: Fine. There are a few stains on the
front (upper right corner) and several light stains on the back. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

Lot # 360 - Unused Large Size Color Postcard from "Owens - Corning Fiberglas" picturing 6
World's Fair buildings and their "Headquarters for the fair" in a Manhattan office building. The card
reads "The proof is at the Fair!", "Fiberglas performs wonders other materials can't match."
Published by "Dexter Color New York" and numbered "85087-B". Size: 8 15/16" wide by 6" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 361 - Post Card issued by IBM featuring their pavilion shown from the roof up. This larger
than usual black and white postcard was given out at their pavilion and is marked on the back
"Above the canopy of a forest of steel trees rises the 90-foot-high ovoid theatre of the IBM Pavilion
at the 1964-65 New York World's Fair." Size: 8 5/8" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 362 - Large Unused Multicolor Postcard with a photograph of "The Original Lowenbrau
Brewery Wagon" with horses and guys in costume. The edges are serrated. "Published by Hans
Holterbosch, Inc.", and printed by Dexter with number "91905-B" and the fair copyright. Size:8 7/8"
wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine. The bottom left corner is creased with minor paper loss. The other
corners have minor creases. The back has light browning overall. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 363 - Unused Large Size Color Postcard picturing an architectural rendering of "The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints" pavilion. On the back it is titled "Mormon Pavilion" and it also
calls this a "Jumbo Post Card". Published by "Deseret Book Company". Size: 8 15/16" wide by 6"
high. Condition: Fine, slight damage to the corners and edge bend on left side. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 364 - Unused Large Size Postcard in brown and white, "The Mystery of the Incarnate
Providence", a carved panel made in 1914 on display at the "Greek Orthodox Exhibit", "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965", "Loaned by James True, New York". Size: 6 1/2" wide by 8 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, bottom corners are bent, some light spots on back and edge wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 365 - Unused Postcard, printed in brown, gray and black on white background, "Espana" with
"Feria mundial de Nueva York 1964-65" (World's Fair New York 1964-65). On the back it is also
marked "Pavilion of Spain". Size: 4 1/4" wide by 6 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 366 - Unused Color Postcard, "Fiestas at the Pavilion of Spain" with "Feria mundial de Nueva
York 1964-65" and "New York World's Fair 1964-65" and 6 color vignettes. On the back it is also
marked "Pavilion of Spain". Size: 4 1/4" wide by 6 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 367 - Unused Color Photo Postcard picturing (marked on back) "Unisphere Night Scene",
"New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by
Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." The card is numbered "DT-86865-B" Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight rounding lower left corner. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 368 - Unused Postcard with a color photo of (marked on back) "General Motors Futurama
Building", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965". The card shows the long view of the building with
the Unisphere inset in the upper left corner. Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards
by Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." The card is numbered "DT-87417-B". Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 369 - Unused Color Postcard of the "Masonic Brotherhood Center" with an architectural
rendering of the building. Marked on back "Color by Dexter Color New York, 274 Madison Ave.,
N.Y.C." with the number "80489-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little
dame to upper right and lower left corners. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 370 - Unused Postcard with Color Photo of the "Japan Pavilion", "New York World's Fair" (as
printed on the back). The card pictures a long view of the building. "Published by the Japan Trade
Center, New York" with a fair copyright on the back. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: Expo 67 - Montreal (371 to 371)
Held in Montreal Canada
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 371 - Elongated 1964 Lincoln Cent picturing the "Russian Pavilion" with "Expo 67" written to
the right. Around the edge are the double 'Y's. On the back is a visible image of the Lincoln cent.
Size: 1 1/4" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent with a little age toning. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: Expo '70 (372 to 373)
Held in Osaka Japan
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 372 - Silver (?) Medal. Obverse: Along with Japanese writing has the raised image of a
building and 4 circles, each containing the logo of the following previous World's Fairs; 1958, 1962,
1964 & 1967. Reverse: In the center is a Globe with "Expo '70 Osaka" written to the left and a
rectangle with a circle inside covering the upper right quadrant of the globe. Made in Italy, there is a
"1000" in a circle (I think that means it is pure silver) and a "1 AR" inside a six sided shape next to
it. Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Mint. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 373 - 5 Unused Vatican Postage Stamps printed for the "Expo 70". Each stamp has the fair's
logo. The denominations are: 25, 40, 55, 90 and 110 lira. Size: Each stamp is 1 3/16" wide by 1
9/16" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Category: 1982 World's Fair Knoxville (374 to 374)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 374 - 4 Medals in the original folder "The 1982 World's Fair Collectors Set" with the flame
logo on the front. Inside are 4 different medals: "U.S. Pavilion", Logo medal, "Tennessee
Amphitheater" and one that shows a distant view including the Sunsphere and a building. The folder
has 3 panels. Size: Folder: 4 5/8" wide by 6 2/16" high. Each medal is 1 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Medals are Mint. The folder is Very Fine with a little wear. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: 1984 Louisiana World Exposition (375 to 376)
Held in New Orleans on the 100th Anniversary of the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 375 - Round Ceramic Box with the blue, gold, turquoise and black on white background
picturing Seymore D. Fair playing the trombone with copyright underneath. There is a gold border
around the top. The bottom of the base has 10 indentations around the side that match the 10
indentations around the lid. Size: 2 5/8" diameter by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 376 - Enamel Pelican pin with "World's Fair '84" written underneath. The baked enamel is
white, blue and yellow. The Pelican, known as Seymore D. Fair, is blowing into a trumpet (New
Orleans is known as the birthplace of Jazz). This pin is on the original card in the original plastic
bag. Size: Pin: 1 1/8" high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Mint. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: Expo '93 (377 to 377)
Held in Deajon (Taejon), South Korea
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 377 - "Collector's Pin Set" "Expo '93 6 pins, 4 of which are marked "Expo '93" in the original
plastic box with the original thin cardboard cover. Two of the pins picture the spaceman mascot,
Two picture the intersecting ovals logo and one is the flag of Japan. Size: The box and cover are 4
1/4" wide by 3 1/4" deep. The pins are each about 5/8" wide. Condition: Pins are Mint. Plastic box
has one 5/8" scratch in the top. Cover Very Fine with edge and corner wear. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: Modern Fairs (378 to 383)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 378 - Card for "South Africa Pavilion National Day Cultural Tribute to Women" from the
2010 Shanghai Expo picturing 4 woman on the front and a decoration on the back. This event took
place on August 9th, 2010 from 19:00 - 21:30. Size: 8 3/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Mint
(there is glare in the photo, the background is black). Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 379 - Official Banner for "EXPO Milano 2015" with a large multicolor picture of their logo
Foodie. There are ties on both sides of the top used to attach the banner. The original foodie tag is
attached. The original price tag is on the plastic bag. Size: 27" wide by 18 3/4" high not including
the 6 1/4" long ties. Condition: Mint in the original plastic bag. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 380 - Place Mat advertising "Barolo Express" bus service and "Day Tours" to "Expo 2015" in
Milan. The place mat has 7 columns, one for each day of the week, listing the tours available on
each day. They describe their tours as "Emotional Excursions and Tours" that take place from "May
- October 2015". The text is in both Italian and English. Size: 16 1/2" wide by 11 5/8" high.
Condition: Near Mint. It has been folded in half vertically in order for me to bring it home
undamaged. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 381 - Paper Napkin from the restaurant in the Russia pavilion. Marked "Russia", "Expo
Milano 2015" in red. Like all paper napkins, it is folded into quarters. Size: Folded: 4 5/8" by 4 3/4".
Condition: Excellent, a couple of spots on the edge.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 382 - Folder from "Biodiversity Park", "Expo Milano 2015", an "Official Partner". Written in
both English and Italian, this folder describes the "Gran Sasso E Monti Della Laga National Park",
its beauty, unique features and other important aspects of the park. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 8 1/4" high.
Condition: Excellent, one small corner crease.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 383 - Unused Postcard, "Come Visit Sylvia and Alex at the EU Exhibition at Expo Milano
2015" picturing both characters and colored pencils. The European Union's pavilion featured an
animated movie staring these 2 people and their story from courtship to marriage and then moving
back to nature. Size: 8 1/4" wide by 5 7/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Category: Modern Reference (384 to 384)
Picture

Description
Lot # 384 - Hard Cover Book, "Glass from World's Fairs 1851-1904" from the Corning Museum's
exhibit in 1986. The book contains 59 pages with many beautiful color plates of the glass that was
exhibited at the fairs and at their 1986 exhibition. Size: 8 3/8" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

All contents including photographs and descriptions are Copyright © 4th Dimension Collectibles and
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Minimum
Bid

$7

